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DES1GN CO 61DKtA TIONs IN SELECTING MA TERIALS FOR
L'%RGZ SOLUD-PROPELLANT kOCK ET- MOTOR CASES

SUMMARY

Seven major dosiga consideratiuas in 3ele.ting materials for large solid-
propellant rocket-motor cases are civered in this report: (1) missile types, mission
profUle, loads, and anvireament, (2) stresseo and design factors, (3) structural safety
and rliability, (4) static beha,,ior, (S) fatigue behavior, (6) environmental cft..s, and
(7) structural weight.

Two different loadbng situations govern the design of motor cases:

(1) Internal Pressure. This loading results In a high tension stress in the
.:t1cumferendal direction; this tends to produce filure in tension. The
structural index which governs the motor-cas weight when intrnal
presjsure is critical is Ftu/d - the ratio of the ultimate tensile .t:.ingth
to density. The higher this ratio, the lower is the weight.

(2) Fackling Due to External Loading. This type of failure may be pro-
daced by axial compression, by bending moments, or by a combination
P! the two. When buckling due to external loads is critical, the struc-
tural index which governs the motor- case weight is ri/d - the ratio
of the square root of the effective elastic modulus to the density.
Again, the higher the ratio, the lower is the weight.

On the basis of the two structural indexes mentioned above and certain assump-
tions, the weight per unit of enclosed volume for motor cases can be predicted quantita-
tively as a function of mission staging and type of construction and materials. The
results of such predictions are shown in Figures 15 and 16 (page! 51 and 52) of this
report. They can be summarized as followa:

(1) For any given combination of loads, there is a compciite structure
which is lighter than the lightest monollthc structure. Ho'ever,
there is no &;ngle ty'.e of :omposite construction which is best for
all ranges of external load.

(2) For monolithic construction (excluding beryllium), the titrnium alloys
result in the lightest motor case, except in the case of very high
external loadings, where aluminum alloys look promising. In all in-
stances, steel motor cames are heavier than titanium-alloy cases on a
weight-volume basis.

(3) For relative!y low external loads representative of ballistic-
missile applications, a glass-filament-wound resin-bonded com-
posite reasults in the lightest motor case per enclosed volume.

(4) For the intermediate load range associated with boosters for
aidrth-orbit vehicies a-d some stages of earth-escape boosters,
the composite of gkss i2ments resin bonded to an aluminum
alloy base gives the lightes. motor case.



(5) For the very high .--qda associated with the intermediate stages of
an earth-escape ho ster, the v.andwich-type composite of glass-
filament facings an* an aluminum- alloy honeycomb core appears to
be the most promising from a weight-volume standpoint.

(6) Regardless of the combinations of loads considered, the music-wire
vesin-boaded composite is inferior, from a weight standpoint, to the
other composites. However, a beryllium-wire resin composite may
be promising.

noe selection of rockot- motor- case materials involves other con~siderations in
addition to ztructural-materia-weight indexes based on uniaxial static material prop-
erties. It also involves other consldeatioans in addition ta satrural- weight imndexes
based on simple pressure vessels subjected to the stresses discussed in this report.
For example, rnonpolar openings in the case, such as occur in four-nozzle rocket motors
and in cases that contain thrust reverser ports, severely ptnaliae the potential weight
advantages of filament-wound structures because load-bearing mombevs must be cut to
accommodate Lhe ooenings. During the time history of powered flight, aerodynamic and
internal lisating (fru.nt ps.,A.lant bV1rnLig), high-frequency random vibrationc, and other
effects imply that tlaurnalhy depenuent mechanical properties and fatigue hould be con-
,idered. Also, internal pressure loading produces biaxial- stress effects, and difficul-
tics in inspecting for small flaw's make brittle fracture an important consideration. klor
a space booster traveling for some time in space, the effects uf the space environment
can become significant. Thus, for partictilar missions, the strength values used in at
weig.'4 anaysis are dependent upon these other material requirements which are olso
discussed in this report. Requirements for reliability, additional external inuula.ion,
radiation shielding, or bumpers for solid-particle shielding also should be considered in
makin~j trade-offs to arrive at an acceptable final design. Finally, it must be recognized
that producibility, cost, and corrosion resistance, three key selection factors not con-
sidered in this report, are frequently as important in the selection of materials for larqe
solid-propellant rocket-motor cases as are the design considerations covered by the
report.



INTRODUCrIoN

The Defense Metals Information Center was given a special assignment by tile
Oftx-e of the Director of Defense Research and Engineezr..g t-i collect, evaluate, and dis-
seminate informa.tion on the design and fabrication of the inecA parts of large solid-
propellant rocket motors.

In this report, design considerations that influence th... selection of materials for
rocket-motor cases are discussed. * The main intent of the report in to clarify con sid-
erations of design for the bensfit of the materials specialists in the aerospace indutitry
and fer the benefit of the materials industries which supply the aerospace iaidustry. Th
presentati~n starts with a br-ef discu~ssion o- typee of nissiles and mission profile_..
This is followed by a discunsion of the external and internal loads and environment to
which the missile is subjected. The mechanical and thermal loads are reacted by the
motor case acting as a structure; hence, a dix'-ussiois of stresses and other design fac-
tors is included. Next, striictizral safety and reliability are discussed from a design
point of view.

Since it is material behaviar that must be made compatible (in a selection of struc-
tural materials) with the applied ttresses to assurt the highest possible performance
consistent with an adequate reliability level for the vehicle, these aspects of basic mate-
rial behavior are discussed in relation to motor-case design raquirements: static me-
chanical behavior, fatiguie betiavioiA, thermal effects, and other environmental effects.
Finally, in order to provide realistic criteria for materials selection, design for mLini-
mum weight is presented from the mattriatl-index point of view. Considerations not re-
lated directly to design, for example, proziucibility, cost, and corrosion resistance, are
not included in this report.

MISSILES AND MISSIONS

In discussing design considerations, attention here is directed to large solid-
propellant (SP) rocket-motor cases. No thought is given to such smallar rockets or
boosters as may be associated with sounding rockets and short-range missiles. Large
boosters may be used for the tolluwing missions**:

(1) Ballistic missiles, including both surf-kst..-launiched and air-launched
types (ALBM), of medium range (MRBM), intermediate range (IRBM),
or intercontinental range (ICBM).

(2) Earth-orbiting mission.

(3) Lunar or satellite rendezvous.

(4) Intoerplanetary mi ssions.

1 hs ~pot s~prs.Js O~t M-nw~usa W. Jated Matdi 8, 1962.

"Anti RAWIt intac r( u ns~i,l (AII.BM). .-'. )u,u i argcn sr ize, have very high accelcraisons which introduce piable.11i of a

,,x ial natart v~ai arc onsidered "., scur L4 
1
W ~ . this reprt,. shilc it ti arnstvd to large SP rockets of low and iflict-
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Boosters for these missions usually are multistage vehicles, and in the past, gen-
erally have consisted of one rockot motor per stag,! (Figure 1). In an effort tu obtain
large total thrust to place very heavy payloads in orbit or on an earth-escape mission,
a trend now is developing in the direction of clusters of simple or segmented solid-
propellant rocket motors in each stage. In the future this trend could result in. require-
ments for relatively few designs of %cry large rocket motors. Such motors will have to
be carefully conceived, in order to have the versatility that would be required by the
variety of mission requirements. This follows, because past experience has been that.
in general, the vehicle configuration and its major subsystems have been closely related
to the requirements of specific missions.

Anot.er way in which large SP rockets can be used is in t-onjunction with liquid-
propzllant rochkots, a= exiemplilizz4 by the Titan Iii (Figure 2), wh.ich=to be used for
launching the X-20 (Dyna-Soar) glide vehicle.

For the four mission types cited above, there are certain similarities during the
first portion of the flight (powered flight) that are important in considering rocket-case
,.esign. For a ground launch, the vehicle starts with a short vertical rise during which
launching transients damp out. During this period, some missiles are rolled to obtain
he proper flight azimuth. After a given rise, the missile begins a programmed pitch

maneuver (hero lift or gravity turn) to minL-n-e aerodynamic forces in the sensible at-
mosphere (vehicle axis is kept ori- ited lIon,, the flight path in this maneuver). Above
about ZO0,000 feet, the missile trajtctories are sl'ped further in accordance with mis-
sicn requirements so that, at last-stage :burnout, the vehicle will have reached desired
velci' -, altitude, and flight-path angle.

4
From lift-off to about 200,000 feet, aerodynamic forces and maneuvering loads are

important to the structural design. Maximum dynamic pressure us-ially occurs in the
vicinity of 35,000 to 40,000 feet. Above the sensible atmosphere, both aerodynamic and
mantuver loads are low. Hence, for ground launching, it is the early part of powered
flight that is of design importance.

Certain vehicle missions have other requirementii later in flight that can influence
the problem of rocket-case design. For example, some vehicles may be inserted ini-
tially into a near or far earth orbit (that may or not involve eclipses from the sun) for
some indefinite time period. Subsequently, a payload could be fired (I) toward the
ground, (2) toward some other orbiting target, or (3) into lunar or interplanetary space.
In addition, design requirements exist for the return of manned vehicles that have landed
on the lunar or planetary surfaces.

In these instances, the eff-3cts of the space environment on material behavior have
to be considered as part of the design of rocket-motor c&ses. The effects that may be
important include the following:

(I) Electromagnetic radiation

(2) Particle radiation (galactic cosmic radiation, solar-particle radiation,
trapped-particle radiation)

(3) Solid-particle impingement (meteoroids)
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- Liquid- propellant rocket
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STwo 120- inch- diametersegmented solid-propellant
I rockets

FIGURE 2. AIR FORCE TITAN III BOOSTER WITH X-Z0 MANNED
BOOST-GLIDE SPACECRAFT
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(4) Vacuum environment

(5) Unusual atmosphcres.

These environments are discussed in the next section.

Since it is not currently envisioned that recoverable boosters will be of the solid-
propellant type, re-entry problems are not included in this discussion.

Loads and Environment

The loads acting on a missile determine the type and magnitude of stresses; the
environment also has a strong bearing on the selection of motor-case materials. These
topics are discussed below under separate headings.

Loads*

Load sources acting on a missile structure may be categorixed into two types:
static loads and dynamic loads. Static loads are of particular use in evolving the pre-
liminary structural design considering the missile to react as a rigid body. However,
once a preliminary design has been achieved, it is possible to compute the dynamic char-
acteristics of the missilc. With thosc characteristics, it is then necessary to consider
effects of the dynamic loads on the structural behavior. This infers study of the inter-
actions between the control system, propulsion system, aerodynamic effects, etc. , and
the dynanic behavior of the structure.

Although many load sources are known to contribute to the total load environment
that a missile experiences, all of these loads do not act simultaneously. It is necessary
to establish which are the significant loads, based upon their higher probability of occur-
rence throughout the time history of the mission. To a large extent, this decision will
be related to the basic mission of the system. In the case of loads pertinent to the
rocket-motor cases, the decision will be affected by the location of the motor case in the
zequence of stages.

Tables I and Z list possible static and dynamic loads to which a rocket case may be
subjected and the types of stresses that would result from th load sources. Those en-
tries with an asterisk are considered the load sources that should be examinod in every
instance.

From these tables, and recognizing that the solid-propellant rocket-motor case is
a part of the missile structure until stage separation, it is possible to list the important
load sources that affect the basic design of the came.

(i) Axial load. The major load on the missile is the thrust load which is
reacted by the inertial load of the missile mass and the aerodynamic
drag.

tit \ts utc . dlistum. of loudl may be f.,lsd et R clc wc (l); Chaptet I coicrs flight loads. chapter 3 discus s aciod

h-: ' i.,jIag., aid t.sdpter t0 ticala dynamic loads.
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TABLE 1. STATIC LOADS ACTING ON MISSILE AND TYPES OF

RESULTING STRESSES

Item Load Source Type of Resulting Stress

I Contrcl system - Bending

vanes or nozzle swivel

Z* Atmospherk lift and drag Bending, axial

3* Unilateral loading - Bending due to unilateral

gust, wind shear, etc. pressure

4 Inertial loading - Various types of stresses
ground handling, (including longitudinal and

erection, launch, torsional shear at the cas,:-

staging, space propellant interface)

maneuvering, etc.

5* Thrust loading Axial, bending

6 Weapon effects Bending due to unilateral
pressure

7* Dynamic pressure (Forward portion only)

8* Wind-induced loads - Bending
post erection,
prelaunch

9* Internal pressure Hoop and axial stress

(biaxial)

10* Thermal -- Biaxial stress
propellant burning,
aerodynamic heating

11 Shtts in ce.&ter of Bending

gravity are center
of pressure

12 Spin-stabilization loads Torsion
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TABLE 2. DYNAMIC LOADS ACTING ON MISSI.E AND TYPES
OF RESULTING STRESSES

Item Load Source Type of Resulting Stress

I* Control system - Bending
coupling with structural
modes

2 Unilateral loading - Bending

gust, wind shear, etc.

3* Inertial loadings - Various types of stresses

ground handling,
sLagiag, space
maneuvering, etc.

4* Weapon effects -

Blast Bending
Neutron heating Thermal
Fragment impact Localized point loads

5* Thrust Axial, bending

6* Wind-induced loads - Bending
post erection,
prelaunch

7* Acoustical Panel bending, vibration

8 Shifts in center of Bending
gravity and center
of. pressure

9 Short-period rigid-body Bending
r.xtion

10 Spin-stabilization Torsion
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(2) Bending Loads. These loads arise from a variety of sources. flow-

ever, generally they result from the lateral aerodynamic force (or
lift), the lateral component of the thrust vector, and inertia forces
reacting to the former. Except at hypersonic velocities, aerody-
namic lift on bodies of revolution occurr only when there is an angle
of attack between the longitudinal .xis and the relative air velocity.

This is why wind effects, particularly at about 35,000 feet (where
wind velocity is greatest), are important. Since dynamic pressure
also is near maximum at this altitude, maximum bending moments
occur in the vicinity of this level.

(3) It~ersal Pressure. This loading results in a biaxial-stress state in
the case shell. As discussed later in the section on Stresses and
Design Factors, the effect of pressure is considered as a load and

as a load-relieving effect.

(4) Thermal Loading. Thermal loading arises from internal heating
due to propellant burning and external heating by airodynamic fric-
tion. In space flight, thermal loading arises from solar radiation.

Two effects result: biaxial thermal stresses are set up in the case,
and mechanical strength of the material may be decreased.

(5) Ground Loads. Examinations of ground loads usually are -nade less
from the standpoint of missile design than from the interacti.on with

ground-support equipment. Then the ground-support equipment is
designed to accommodate to these loads in order not to penalize the
missile with additional weight.

(6) Acoustical Loads. Acoustical loads may be transmitted to the

structure as pressure fluctuations of random, high-:requency con-
tent or the loads may be transmitted through the structural members
themselves.

Space Environment

For those missions that involve launch from an orbiting "platform" or launch from
the lunar or planetary surface, some of the effects of the environmental factors peculiar
to space have to be considered in the design of rocket-motor cases.

Within the last 2 years, there have been a number of excellent summaries of the
factors involved in "space environment'( 2 "5 ). To this body of information is being
added, continually, vital knowledge of the environment that will be helpful in material
selection. Accoraingly, a detailed discussion of the environment in this report is not

warranted. Instead, a brief statement of the nature of the environment is presented. Its

possible effect on materials and design is treated in the bection on Environmental E,'fects.

-,&.L.LA. .4 .,LiiUnl. The cnici smire ,)f nior..mgnetni. rettat.un in the
solar system is tic sun. Its intensity varies inversely as the square of the distance from

the sun (hence at a Venus orbit the intensity will be about 1. 9 timez that at earth orbit, at
Mars. about 0.4 times). The spectrum of electrou aknetic radiation ranges from long
wa, elength radio waves to very short wavelength gamma radiation. About half of the
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sun's energy lies in the infrared and radiofrequency regions (>7000 A). Forty per cent
of the sun's energy is in the visible range (4000 to 7000 Al and the remaining 10 per cent
iL in the ultraviolet and shorter wavelength regions of the spectrum (<4000 A). Wave-
lengths shorter than 3000 A comprise I per cent of the total energy of the sun. This lat-
ter radiation is atsorbed in the atmosphere; however, t will be encountered in space.

In addition to solar radiation, an orbiting vehicle close to the earth or to another
solar body will be subjected to direct reflected sunlight and electromagnetic radiation
from the body. These latter twu effects are small in comparison with that of direct
solar radiation and their effect decreases with distance from the body.

Electromagnetic radiation may affect materials in several ways. Radiation im-
pinging on a motor case may be ab3orbed, and the energy converted to thermal energy or
heat. Very short wavelength radiation, which is encountered only in space, may cause
atomic displacement or ionization of case materials. Depending upon the material,
radiation damage may occur.

Particle Radiation. Particle radiation has three main origins: (1) galactic cosmic
rudiation, (2) solar particle radiation, and (3) geomagnetically trapped particle radiation
radiation.

Galactic cosmic radiation (primary cosmic rays) consists primarily of high-energy
positively charged particles with a continuous energy spectrum up to 1018 ev. Ionized
nuclei of elements from hydrogen up to iron have been observed; however, the majority
of the particles are hydrogen nuclei.

Solar particle radiatinn consists of a base-level radiation - solar wind - and
radiation from solar flares. rhe proton density at earth orbit is estimated to be in the
range 10 to 100 protons per cubic centimeter. These particles have much lower energy
than primary cosmic radiation, in the range I to 5 kev. During a period of solar activ-
ity, the density of the particles at earth-orbit altitudes may rise to 10,000 protons/cm 3

with associated energies oi 40 key. In severe storms, particles with average energies

of 100 Mev have been observed.

Geomagnetically trapped radiation has becn found in two zones (Van Allen belts)
girdling the earth. The L-rner zone (proton zone) ranges from about 500 miles to 6,000
miles in altitude, the out-.r zone (electron ,ozicj) r;&nges from about 1,500 miles to
50,000 miles. The inner zone is quite stable, varying slight y with solar activity and
having reported maximum fluxes of about 40,COO protons/(cmZ)(sec). The outer zone,
however, varies Luzliderahly with uitr activity. Fluxes on quiet drys of 3 x 108 elec-
trons/(cm 2)(ser_) have been reported. With solar-induced activity, maximum flux is in-
creased to 109 electrons /(cm 2 )(sec).

Radiation of the kind discussed here might be expected to result in some degree of
radiation damage to certain materials. The severity would be expected to be a function
of the dosage and the time of exposure.

bolid Part,ies. In addition to gas particles, a vehicle orbiting the earth or trav-
ersing interplanetary tpace would encounter solid particles either as meteoroids or
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meteoric dust. Depending utpon the size and density of particles, their impinging veloc-
ity, and the duration of exposure, damage in the form of surface roughening or penetra-
tion may occur.

Solid particles of three kinds are known to exist:, (1) iron-nickel particles, 7. 8-
8. 0 g /cm 3 ; (2) stoney particles, 3. 4-4. 0 gl/cm 3; and (3) so-called "dust balls", 0. 01-
2. 0 g /cm 3 . They move generally in the ecliptic plane at velocities in the range 10 to
70 km/sec (also assumed impact velocity range). The particles are not distributed uni-
formly, rather they occur spor-idically and as "showers". Estimate of the spatial mass
density at earth orbit is of the order of 10- 1 to 10- 15 g /m 3 . Depending upon an as-
sumed particle size and density, this corresponds roughly to a particle density of 10- 14
to 10-15 partirlax/rn,3 .

Vacuum. The decrease in gas pressure with altitude is indicated by the simple
tabulation below( 3 ).

Altitude, Pressure,
miles mmH

Sea level UL0
20 90

125 10o6

500 10-9
4,000 10-13

>14,000 <10-12

It is noted that at an altitude of only 125 miles, the vacuum is about that obtained
by usual techniques in the Iabo-atory. It is quite obvious also that a really hard vacuum
exists above about 4000 miles. Factot s to be considered as a consequence of this hard
vacuum include sublimation of surfaces, hreakdown or degradation of organic com-
pounds, and changet in mechanical properties.

Table 3 summarizes the environments and lists factors that must be assessed in
design of rocket-motor cases arnd selectiz~ oi materials when considering vehicles for
long-time iervice outside of the earth or planetary atmospheres.

TABLE 3. ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS FOR INTERPLANETARY MISSIONS

Environment 'mponansL Factors

Electromnagnetic radiation Intnlttent heating
(cyclic thermal rel.)

Radiation &rma~c

PartU-1, radiation RadfatJon damage
Sputtcting

Solid-particle impinEcincent Emosion of surfw es
Pencustimr witt. attcndam~ flaws

Vaciti'n environment Sublimation of svtfaces
Degradation of otgamic compounds
Cnangesi n mcectianicai itrcngth
Absorptivity and emsrlsivtty
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STRESSES AND DESIGN FACTORS

Material selectinn fo,: rocket %ases depends on the behavior of potential case mate-
rials when they are exptosed to various environmental factors discussed in later sections
on Environmental Effects; ho.vf ver, in addition, it is highly dependent upon the mechan-
ical properties required. The mechanicaL-property requirements are governed by the
critical streos conditions sot up in the case by the various l.Jadings, both mechanical and
thev nal. The critical stress ccnditions are those which govern the design. In order to
detc,'mine the critical stress conditions reliably, it is usually necessary to make a com-
plete stress analysis. This requires detailed information on the distribution of all of the
'oads applied to the structure, as a luaction oi time, throughout the entire operational
life.

It is important to keep in mind that, even for a given stage within a 'ehicle having
a specified mission profile, the loads and stresses are not only functions of location and
time, hu' also of design, including structural configuration, materal thicknesses, and
material 41aStic moduli and thermal properties. This aspect is discussed in detail later
in connection with thermal stress and in connection with glass-filament-wound

composite&.

Also, there are many interactions between loading conditions; some of these may
even reduce the critical stresses under combined conditions. For example, in a three-
stage vehicle, during firing of the first stage, the thrust and inertia forces induce com-
pressiv loads in the first-stage motor case which are offset to a certain extent by the
axial tension produced by the internal pressure in the case. This relief usu,,lly does not
occur in the motor cases of the second and third stages, since they are at ambient pres-
sure during first-stage burning.

The critical stresses in rocket casen are those due to inernal pressure and those
due to external loadings The paragraphs which follow describe how these stresses
arise, their nature, and their general effects on design. Since the stresses which arise
in monolithic cases are more eimple than tho.i for composite cases, it is convenient to
discuss monolithic cases first.

Monolithic Cases

Burning of the solid-propellant grain produics a combustion pressure within the
port area (usually an internal-star-shaped opening) of the grain (see Figure 3). Thia
pressure, not necesmarily iroirrm along the length of the grain, acts on the grain, which
behaves as a low-modulus viscoelastic* material somewhat similar to a po.ymer. When
a monolithic metallic case is used, the case stiffness is so high in comparison to the
long-time elastic shear modulus of the propellant that nearly the full combustion pressure
is transmitted through the propellant grain to the case.

In addition t- the axial variation in pressure, there is another aspect in which the

pressure acting art a solid-roclcet case differs from that in an ordinary unitorm-pressure
vessel. This t.i t"e circumferential nonuniformity in pressure divtribution which ic aue to
local variations in combustion pressure and nonu|-iformity in the propellant-grain wall

A C..,c ita,:a " .,is' za' i; ne wau time-dcpendent cis;-ic propclrict.
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thickness (both initially due to the internal star desigai and during burning). Hiowever,
for simplicity, in design the pressure distr ")ution in often assumed to be uniform.

Within the limitations described above, a rocket case can be considered to be a
thin-walled, cylindrical -shell -type , inte rnal -proessure vessel*. In any thin-walled shell,
tstresses due to internal pressure are of two different types: membrane stresses and
discontinuity stresses.

Just as the name implies, membrane stresses are those due to membrane action
such as ex~iibited in an inflated balloon. For shells with thin walls, these stresses are
eseentiall.y uniform through the case thickness and a-zt only in directions perpendicular to
ti.- LY.,kuefss direction. in a thin-walled cylindrical vessel, such as a rocket case, the
iargest membrane stress is the hoop stress, a tension stress acting in the eircuznferr-n-
tial direction. The smallest membrane stress, which is a tension stress only one-hAlf o'f
of the hoop '_-I~ -*~' -ta in the longitudinal dl'ection. The hoop stress is
eaaily computed by the formula p/Zt, where p is the pressure tai"n. on the ease. D is
the mean diAnseter of the case, and t is the case wall thicknass. Although this formula
is not exact, it is sufficiently' accurate for most design purposes**.

Discontinuity stresses** are those which are due to difference& in membrane Ain-
placements of various elements of a preasurized shell when these elements are pres-
surized separately. In general, a difference in membrane diaplacements of two indi-
vidual elements produce, at the junction, b3th a ashear force normal to the shell surface
and biaxial bending momentN'. These, in turn, produce a uniaxial shear stress (which
varies parabolically from zero at the surface to a maximum in the middle) and biaxial
bending stresses (which vary from compression on one surface to tension on the other).
Fortunately, discont,.nuity stresses are of a rather localized nature, since they tend to
diminish rapidly at ;' i distance from the discontinuity is increased.

In rocket cases, the major discontinuities are the junctions of the cylinder with the
end closures and the skirts and of the aft closure with the nozzle ports. For ease of
mianufactures it is the practice, for rocket cases, to useo ibe same wall thickness
throughout the entire case, except possibly in the closures. Various geometrical con-
figurations have been used for closures. The most popular configurations are approiti-
mately ellipsoids of revolution, with the minor axis coinciding with the axis of the cylin-
drical portion of the came. In g.en-ral, for a multistage vehicle, the interstage structure,
which connects two adjacent stages, is a highly loaded 3tru,:ture and thus is relatively
heavy. Therefore, in order to achieve a high mass fractiia*** for the stage, it is gen-
erally necessary to use a closure which is as shai'ow as pc sslble. The limiting tactors
here are maximum dircontinuity stresses anc. circumferential buckling (structural in-
stability) due to comprensive hoop stresses mn the highly curved "knuckle" region of the
doine if thc closure ia toi, flat.

There is no choice in nozzle location for a single-nozzle design; howe~ver, for a
multinozzle configuration, from a stress standpoint, it if, desirable to locate the nozile

ports where the maximum effe.ctive stress in 'he original unported dome is smallest. Of
ccuirse, this may not always be poss.ble due to internal-gas -flow considerations or to
!l(,zzle-rpor rotation when the case iii pressurized.

*T~. itus~~itL littd to cylir.lrcal cus. whithJ .C by ';.uIc I==~ piryo'~lp. Asiihuis in-,,)j
u-c, vrist-aily in sina. -17es lotz auto.iary purpow.~

"A notcic p :sIe yet basic, diuo miiond iernbitanc and discontinuity itieesm In thin shtils U given in CItsa 8 of

-M turin nits fraction im'Jcfricd at thce glnniig of the scetionon Sttwutual We~ght.

a - --- - - -
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Since the nozzles introduce discontinuity stresses in the aft cl.sure, it is necessary
to provide 3ome kind of local reinforcement of each notzle port. Thi s can be done by
addijig a thick ring reinforcement or by gradually increasing the wall thickness in the
vicinity of the portE. The latter method in more efficient structurally, but sometimes
increases the fabrication costs.

By tLc way of review, the external loads acting on a rocket case may include axial
compressions longitudindi shear at the case-propellant interface*, longitudinal bending,
a torque varying linearly along the axis**, external pressure (as in a blast), localized
loads along a circumferential band (such as occur in ground handling), and thermal gra-
dients. Each of these loads may affect the strength of the case in two ways:

(1) By combining with the stresses due to internal pressure so as to either
increase or decrease the maximum effective stress

(2) By inducing buckling (structural instability).

Monolithic metallic cases generally have sufficient "wall atiffneasm" (the product of
elastic modulus and wall thickness) to prevent buckling from being critical, except in a
few designs having extremely high compression or bending loads. There is some addi-
tional buckling resistance over that of the case itself by virtue of the internal burning
pressure and the propellant grain (even before burning starts). For example, for a typi-

cal motor case, internal pressure gives approximately a 76 per cent increase in buckling
resistance over the unpressurized case alone(6 ) and a case containing a case-bonded pro-

pellant has approximately 52 per cent more buckling resistance than the case alone. (7)

The former inrrease of course is available to the first-stage case at all times, while the
latter increase is available to all of the higher stages during the early boost period when

the exter.ial loads are most critical.

The total buckling load applied as a uniform longitudinal shear stress (due to axial
acceleration of the propellant) depands on the case length, diameter, thickness, and
material. However, for cases of current interest, it is sufficiently accurate from the
standpoint of buckling to consider the total inertia force to act as a simple axial com-
pressive load. (8)

Thermal stresses are produced by over-all changes of -emperatu:e in structures
composed of materia.3 with different thermal-expansion coefficients, by thermal gradi-
ents in rcstrained structuret, and by nonlinear thermal gradients. Even in a monolithic
metallic case, the thermal expansions of three different mat. rials are involved: the
propellant, the insulation, and th_ case itself. Thermal stresses are in general propor-

tional to the product of the elr stic modulus and the fhermal-exparsion coefficient. To
date, the thirrnal degradation of strength and of elastic modulus (important in connection
with buckling) with increasing temperature has been more critical in case design than

thermal stresses; the former tonic -s discussed in the section on Environmental Effects.
However, thermal stresses :.zve been an important factor in determining the lower limit
on storage temperature. S.-.hd propellants usually have a much higher thermal-expansion
coefficient than the case materials, and curing temperatures for case-bonded propellants
are well above room temperature; thus, the tensile thermal strains set up in the propel-
lant grain rnwut be limi.ed to a permii .ible value to prevent fracture of the grain. Re-

cc;-,- 3sgge3ticnj-s to c-,rcui~ivcnt this Ii~mitatio.a aie to c.itJiuusy w~aul Klas LAaettci

e .. d.-. it duc I-. the Ac a| acceleration acting on the propellant mat.
"Ifw. load duc to roiaimal acccIct.sotai acting ott the propilant ma.-. Ihis would occr in spin-tubiltzcd stagcs.
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or high-strength steel bars of a special cross section(I 0 ) directly oil the propellant at the
launch site.

Composite Crses

Although there are many different kinds of composite structures, filament-wound
structures are the most popular type for rncket-motor cases. Filament winding is the
process ot continuously wrapping individual wires or strands of glass filaments (usually
wetted with resin) on a mandrel; then curing the resin and removing the mandrel to leave
a filament-wound composite structure.

Perhaps the greatest advantage of filament-wound composite structures in general
(regardless of filament material) is the inherent potential advantage due to the flexibility
of design and manufacture. If a greater strength (on a stress basis) is required in a
given direction, either more windings can be oriented in that direction or the windings
can be oriented at such a helix angle that the required directional strength characteristics
can be achieved. Thus, for a motor case in which stresses due to internal preesure are
critical, onc can either use twice as many circumferential windings us axial(l 1) or one
can wran the windings at an angle of 54. 7 degrees (arc tangent of,/'Z) measured from the
axis of the case. (12) Also, one can provide more windings at highly loaded locations.
Thus, it is possible, in theory, to achieve r,"oatively easily equal-stress configurationA,
which are highly efficient from a weight and material-utilization standpoint. Analyses
of this type are usually called netting analyses, since they censider only the windings
and even consider them to be perfectly flexible (i.e., to have no bending or shearing stiff-
ness). The resulting netting configurations, some of which are applicable to cylindrical
motor cases having end closures with polar openings only, are geodesics, often called
geometric isotensoide. (1Z, 13) However, in practice, some of this efficiency It; lost duc
tc: (1) an excess of bonding material filling the voids but not contributing to the strength,
(2) tie netting geometrical requirements for more windings near the axis, and (3) equal
openings at each end of the case, and complexity of the winding pattern. (1Z, 14)

Recently, in order to circumvent some of the practical difficulties in the use of
geodesic netting patterns, various other end-closure configurations and helix angles have
been proposed.(

12, 14,15)

It has lung been known that drawing of steel into very small-diameter wire (music
wire) increases its strength considerably, resulting in wire t trength/density of slightly
over 2 million psi/pci*, Similarly, small filaments of glass (often termed fiber glass)
exhibiting strength/density of nearly 3 million vsi/pci have long been known. These
strength/density values of filaments have presented a real challenge to materials engi-
neers to utili2.e some of their poten~lal in composites so as to achieve lower weights than
possible with monolithic cases.

Although wire-wrapped metallic pressure vessels have been used at least since be-
fore World War U, their introduction into motor-case use has been quite recent. Typical
values which have been obtained in wire-wrappad resin-bonded motor cases are as
follows:(16)



Composite strength* /density, psi/pci 692, o00 to 1,10o2 000

Longitudinal elastic modulus, psi 5 x 106 to 9 11lo
Circumferential elastic modulus, psi 1,1 x 106 to 18 x 106

Due to the rapid development of glass -filamcnt-woundt motor cases, there has been
a decrease in intt.rest in wire-wrapped cases. However, the use of beryllium wvire
shows sufficient potential that there ray be some interest in its use am a wire wrap for
motor cases of the future.

Although glass -filament-wound rocket cases have been under intensive development
since 1947(17) from several aspects (design and materials, including glasb, resin, and
coupling agent), reliably attainable composite strength /density 'falues are still only ap-
proximaztely 1. 67 miilion psi/pzi. **

Since the procedures and terminology used in glass-filament winding is somewhat
pecu.ar to this field, it is well to define some terminology as follows:

A glass filament is an individual, long (essentially continuous) piece of glass ap-
proximately 4 to 12 microns in diameter. These very fine filaments are gathered into a
bundle called an end or strand. There are usually either 204 or 408 filaments per end.

There are three major methods of packaging these strands; the most widely Lsed
one for filament winding results in a loose, very slightly twisted group of strands known
as a ro'.ing.

There are two basic methods of filanment winding:

(1) Wet wvinding, in which the resin -a applied wet to the roving just prior
to winding.

(2) Dry winding, in which a preimpragnate,41 raving ("prepreg"), already
containing some resin and partially cured, is used. Then final c'iri:,g
i& accomplished by application of pressure and temperature for an
ad#iquate time.

The resins usually used in filament-wound structures are of either the epoxy or
polyester iypes. Epoxy resins are the more popular at present due to their lower shrink-
age and strenger resin/glass bond.

There are additional bonuses and also massy problems associated with the use of
g lass-filament -wound cases. One bonus is the lack of catastrophic (brittle) failures
often associated with cases of certain low-ductility metals. Th s aspect is discussed in
the section on Static Mechanical Behavior. Another bonus is a pressure drop across the
propellant grain on the order of 30 to 100 psi. (18) This is drop- to a decreasm in tile ratio
of the case radial stiffness tco the propellant stiffnesst compared with the same ratio for
a metallic case, thus, the propellant grain carries some of the pressure load. Optimum
lowantrgwhen thearoellant has hactor ductly wh(thie grauin rsng-aye occs duing
low r, aen bhe taopellnt his facto uctly ot(erwthe comuin rcingmayr Iscu deuing

fiigand (2) the highest burning pressure occurs early in the firing (otherwise, when
the gritin has burned away and thus cannot carry much pressure, the case would be ex-
cetsively loaded).

"Compoottc tttr ngih P. ,.cfini in the section on S't'sctural-Weight LiAtcfll InicXes.

O'TI.i vatlue Is for Typc E glass wiih an HTS finish, wound by numserics3 eo-itrol. In the near future. with the 1troduction of
litgivircop IA ~ glass fiber. even higlir values, probably over 2 million pti/frd, can be cxpcuad
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Problems associated with the use of glass-filament-wounc. cases incluie:

(1) The need for metallic inlerts, filament-wound in place, for the forward-
boss and skirt attachments, and for nonpolar openings, wheii required,
in the end closures. ( 1 9 ) In addition to the weight penalty of the attach-
merit, difficulties have been encountered with chear failures at the bond,
but these have been eliminated in at least one instance by use of an
elastomeric adhegive. (ZO)

(Z) The severe degradation of the elastic modulus and strength* at moder-
ately elevate~d temperatures (discussed in more detai! in the sectien on
Environmental Effects). This problem may be minimized somewhat by
the use of more ilivulation.

(3) Stress crazing of the resin(2 0 and resin failures due to the excessive
strain concentration in filament-wound resin structures loaded in
tension porpendicula r to the filament directi ion (i. e. 0 the axial tension
ir. a hydrotest of a circumferentiallv wrapped~ motor catie)(2 2 ).

These pheniomena do not necessarily cause premature failure, and
several approaches toward eliminating themn, or at lea~st reducing
their severity, are under way.

(4) Detrimental effects of breakcage of one or more individual filameints
within the composite. (23) These are closely related to the distancsi
required to transfer shear through the resin across the gap between
the broken parts of the filaments.

(5) Abrasion damage to glass filaments during winding processes. The
pr sent state of the art is such that this problem has not been com-
pletely eliminated. This abrasion dam-age can be minimized by the
application of suitable coupling agents and sizes.

(6) Scatter (large standard deviation) in strength values. In a motor
case this could be due to Items (3) and (4) above, plus voids in the
rnsin, inadequaite coupling agents and resin coatings(74 ), and the in-
herent scatter in the stinsile strength of the glass filaments them-
selves(2-5 ). However, standard deviations as low as 3. 5 per cent of
the mean have recently been achieved. This is coml arable to values
obtained with monolithic metallic structures.

(7) Resin shrinkago', largely ther-nal shrinikage due to cooLingt from the
curing temperattire to room temperatureA6

(8) The present 4ifficulty in mraking a filament-wound mrt tor case with a
rem~ovable end closure. With a monolithic metallic case, however,
this is being done rather easily.

J1. fly hcLIV w cl~ E, ti ij ic' 1$ ealilr~l in o~rnnc:,on with .2ttjchimint to uic skift.
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The determination of the critical buckling loads for any filament-wound structure
is complicated by the fact that its structural behavior is anisotropic*. Although the rela-
tionship between axial and hoop strengths against internal pressure can readily be dcter-
mined by the number of windings in each direction, the picture is much more complicated
for buckling. Also glass-filament-wound cases have had a poor reputation in regard to
buckling resista.ace. However, on the basis of weight to resist buckling due to a given
load (as represented by the structural index for buckling, 'M/d), glass-filament cases
are currently more efficient than steel ones. (See the section on Structural-Weight
Material Indexes).

New developments in glass-filament winding include investigation of preimpregnated
("pre-preg") rovings to replace the wet-winding method currently used. Results do not
appear to be favorable enough yet tc warrant a change at this time. (27) Another new de-
velopment of promise is high-strength glass fibers with a fiber strength/density of
7. 8 million psi/pci. (28)

A recent milestone in the development of glass-filament winding is the fabrication
of a 30,000 gallon, 13-foot-diameter booster case.( g) Serious consideration is being
given to the advantages of filament winding Nova-class SPR space boosters at the launch
site.

Some interesting design concepts to try to improve the buckling strength of glass-
filament-wound motor cases include hollow filaments (to achieve greater bending stiff-
ness per unit weight) and ordinary filaments wrapped over a series of longitudinal metal-
ic tubes welded together in a cylindrical configuration.

A design concept that would eliminate the filament-wound structural problems
which are due to resin weakness is an all-metal filament-wound construction. The basic
idea here would be to eliminate the revin and substitute either a welded or brazed joint
instead. There are obviously many problems of a fabricational and metallurgical nature
which would have to be worked out before a motor case could be successfully made in
thir- fashion.

In view of the limitations of glass-filament-wound cases as described above, sev-
eral new composite-structural concepts have recently been under development for
rocket-case applications. One of these is the glass-filament-wound aluninum-alloy case
which has achieved strength/density an" buckling indexes slightly better than those for
current glass-filament cases. Other advantages claimed for glass-aluminum composite
cases are cost, weight, and reliability advantages in short cat es with multiple openings
and in motor cases which are so large that a segm.i'ted design is mandatory. (30) In
such instances, the glass-aluminum composite should give a much more simple design
at the attachments and fittings.

Another new composite-structural concept which is currently under development is
a sandwich case consisting of glass-fiber-resin facings and an aluminum honeycomb
core. Although this type of structure would not be advantageous for designs in which in-
,ernal p:tsure is the critical loading, it appears to be quite competitive, on a weight

i -r€,e made of a ior ogenr,,:s matcri;l with anisoo.c(nontso(ropic) lastic properties. i.e.. elastic properties varying with
il,-rest di ction. Thus. filament stucturcs are said to be corutructionally ansoropic. If the dircctsomi of dte wmndings are as-

J15 ll.1 1wz' pC LAcndlc .;.;;. IliI' a .imim and miniwui cLasiR inodulh stc in the winding dircctions and tie composite is
( wrs~g,:t~si a otopic.



basis, with glass-aluminum composites for designs governed by buckling. It is
claimed(AI) that the weight required for such a case is independent of axial load; this is
unlike monolithic, filament-wound, and other nonsandwich-type cases in which the weight
increases with axial load at sufficiently high load valuen.

Conventional all-metal sandwich structures (even when the metal is beryllium) are
not as light in weight, for the same load-carrying capacity, as the glass-filament/
aluminum sandwich structure described above. However, in certain instances such aj
in very large first-stage boosters, where minimum cost is more important than mini-
mum weight, this type of -omposite construction should be considered. Various core
geometrical configurations have been investigated, including honeycomb core, truss or
corrugated core, and dimpled core.

STRUCTURAL SAFETY AND RELIABILITY

lin current missile design usage, there are two general philosophies or methods of
approach to determining the relationship between mechanical properties of structural
materials and calculated structural parameters. The ulder of the two philosophies is the
uniform factor-of-safety approach and the other is the statistical reliability approach,
which also utilizes factors of safety.

Uniform Factor of Safety Approach

In designing aerospace structures, following the long -asttblished practice in civil
engineering struc tures, it has become customary to incorporate so-caUed factors of
safety. A fastor of safety is really a contingency and ignorance factor to provide for un-
expected contingencies and uncertainties in determining loading spectra, computing
stress or bucklina phenomena, and determining material properties. Numerous factors
of safety are in current use; these depend on the kind of service, type of loading, and
mode of failure involved.

A factor of safety can be defined broadly as the ratio of the level of a quantity which
will produce failure (by a particu'ar mode and for a particular ype of service and kind of
loading) to the design value (or expected value) of t-e same quantity. The "quantity" re-
ferred to may be a load (such as the axial compressive load or bending moment which
,;.ill cause buckling) or a stress value (such as the yield strength in tension, Fty, or ulti-
-nate tensile btr ztah, Ftu).

or the case of combined loadings which induce buckling, various interaction equa-
tions are its use*. For loadings which produce failure due to excessive stress, principles
o:" combined stresses** and an appropriate combined-stress failure envelope (such as the
u~se dcined for yielding in the section on Biaxial Stress-Strain Behavior) is used.

'S. i ( ., (3) u Ap-Pcrdix A 4 this :cp.'i for r a x.inp." .n o lfn tI.tl .i cquatin Nutrpeijus intrractnoi eq.,: !ons ate

pw a d )ii 1jgt I)? c4 Reaicxe ( 1)
wi , % .. t on -1 oet, *uc~s ani lyts (ocno'of n(atctiai;).
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The values used] for factors of safety in missile design are carryovers from thc
values used succests ally for many years in tire aircraft industry. In aircraft design, a
factor of safety of 1. 5 is used for ultimate failure and a factor ef safety of 1. 0 is uscd
for yielding*. The design of a given structural component is then governed by either

Ft!1.5 or F,~ /1. 0. whichever is tht' smaller of the two. For materials with ratios of
tuto Ft). of approximately I.:). which was typical of many common aircraft materials

used in the 1930':, and 1940's, there was little difference between the ve'lues of Ftu/I1. 5
and F t 1. 0. However, as materials of highear strength were developed, the Ftu/t
ratio continually dces.(3)Thus, moer aircraft design came to be governed by
Ftu rather than Fy

The general philosophy behind the establishment of factors of safety for missile
structural design %%as that, if failure of a structural component would result in loss of
life to either crew members or ground personnel, the factor of safety should be the same
as for aircraft design. However, for unmanned-vehicle structural components in which
failure uould not result in loss of life, it was believed that the ultimate factor of safety
could be decreased; this resulted in some weight savings. Later, due to some early ex-
perieiice with pressurec-ves sel failures, it was decided to use an ultimate safety factor
of 2. 0 for pressut ized components which would cause loss of life if they failed. Typical
ininimium structural factors of safety in clirrent missile-design use are summarized in
Table 4.

TABLE 4. TYPICAL MINIMUM FACTORS OF SAFETY
FOR MISSILE STRUCTURES

Based on Based on
Caw'iition Yield Strength Ultimate Strength

UJnmanned vehicles anrd no ha,.&rd to 1. 00 1. 10 to
personnel inivolved 1.25

Unpressurized components in manned 1. 00 1. 50
vehicles or inv 'ling personnel hazard

Pressurized components in manned 1.00 2.00
vehicles or inv .lving personnel hazard

It is the ustual practice to use a factor of safety of 1. 0 for buckling failures, re-
gardless of whether the phenomenon occurs in the elastic, elastoplastic, or plastic
ranges of the tmnterial. In the past it has been customary to use buckling loads deter-
mined experimentally, since theoretically determined buckling loads or shell-type struc-
tures have been found to be "tinrcliservative"l (-. e. , higher than the actual values deter-
mined experimentally). These discrepancies are probably due to geometrical
imperfo-ctions in actual structures and ~o the large (nonlinear) deflections that actually
occur, while the theory aSSUMe41 small (linear) deflections.

1n ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~,, j:~, uIf~e ~ -im~zn (,7.ccu~'d leaid divided by 1.., w'as called the. limit k'd. and it wait e~pvctcd that "', pkr.

1 15 1 1 'Y.'Ca. W171.fl21, W ,'Wt t, h, c'nfiuscd wit flprlineart% of tile itr.:SS wtain ieCat,('ii. 11101ta illtat .,sseciali i witl.
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Statistical Reliability Approach

Due to minimum-weight considerations, there is considerable impetus toward te-
ducing the factors of safety, where consistent with maintaining an acceptable reliability
level. Lowering the factor of safety can result in a decrease in structural reliability.
With the growing application of statistical reliability concepts to electronic components
and systems, particularly in r.icsile applications, it was natural to apply this approach
to missile structures. In this approach to structural integrity, structural reliability is
quantitatively defined as the probability of success of the structure in performing its
function under the operational environment assumed for the deinin.

Since structural reliability is defined as a pr.bability, in order to assess struc-
tural reliability it is necessary to consider the statistical variation of both applied
stresses and the strength of the structure. As a hypothetical example, Figure 4 illus-
trates results of a number of experimental measurements of stress due to applied load
and of failure strength of a structure. For convenience, both types of data are plotted
in the same units, viz., stress, expressed in ksi. Individual stress values are plotted
on the left. The resulting frequency distribution is plotted on the right.

In the following considerations, it is assumed that the frequency distributions are
normal (Gaussian) distributions* and changes with respect to time are neglected. A
normal distribution is completely defined by the mean value and the standard deviation,
which is a measure of variability or scatter about the mean.

For the normal distributions shown in Figure 4, there is an overlap of the applied-
stress and strength distributions. The definition of structural reliability given previously
can now be restated as follows: structural reliability is the probability that the strength
exceeds the applied stress. Then, still assuming normal distributions, structural reli-
ability depends upon the standard deviations and the difference between the means. The
crux of designing a structural component to a desired reliability level is the proper se-
lection of this difference between the means. This difference between the means is
called the margin of safety and can he expressed in the following wp.ys:

(I) As a fixed stress difference in psi (or ksl).
(2) As a fixed ratio** of the above difference to the applied stress.
(3) As a fixed number of standard deviations, or, of the differences be-

tween the individual values of the strength and applied load. Statis-
tically, this quantity is given by

where a I and arz are the respective standard deviations of the strength

and applied stress.

%t;, %,t., r sihi. in tical fuuctioi which fi2s the aclual data better can b e icd. if dcsi- d.

111 , " 141 1 di. c .,.41: 1 IAt j 11 l!' I a 1, ' " ,i i : le . I.) fact. it I fh Ortor of safel nlinus 011C.
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To ensure a uniform structural reliability, it is necessary to use the third method
of specifying the margin of safety. As a guide in selecting the margin of safety appropri-
ate to any desired structural reliability level, the following tabulation is useful:

Structural Reliability Margin of Safety, numbers
Level of standard deviations

0. 5000 0
0.9000 1.28
0.9500 1.64
0. 9900 2.33
0.9990 3.09
0. 9999 3.71

In this tabulation it is noted that any increase in margin of safety beyond approxi-
mately three standard deviations provides very little increase in reliability.

As an example, it is conceivable that a str.cture could have a higher mean strength
(and thus a higher factor of safety, assuming the same lond distribution) than the struc-
ture in Figure 4 and yet have a lower reliability, provided that the higher-mean-strength
structure has a wider scatter in its strength values. In other words, factors of safety
are still stsed in the statistical reliability approach, but they vary depending upon the
frequency distributions of the strength and applied-streou values.

Although the approach described here is a sound one, it is only one of mauty varia-
tions of the same statistical reliability approach. Some of the other approachcs in use
are more sophisticated; others are quite simple (and more uncertain) - for instance, use
of material-property minimum values is a simple attempt to achieve a more uniform
reliability level throughout a structure. The growing use of the statistical reliability ap-
proach to structural integrity has given considerablc impetus to statistical analysis of
applied load spectra, buckling loads, burst strengths, and material properties. As the
use of materials with lower ductility increases, it is expected that the statistical reli-
ability approach will become increasingly important.

'he above discussion was limited to a simple structural element and did not con-
sider complicating factors such as series components, parallel components, and multiple
modes of failure. These factors are briefly discussed in the next few paragraphs.

When structural components function in series* fashion, ruch as the links of a
chain, the over-all structural reliability, R, is equal to the product of the structural
reliabilities, ri, of the individual com'ponents. Thus,

R=r, xr..., xrn,

where n is the total number of components in series. In this instance, if there is a large
number of components, the reliabilities .f the individual components must be quite high
in order to achieve a reasonable over-all reliability.

.:,,; i.xm. rims" nA ner, . .: I.; .1.ictMc.'na tws,,ult aions. not to pnysical arangement. Thus. thc technicial

ufiltint ofs ser.s system iI -c in whi'h etch component functions lndepend.nly of any othet component. .nd the stcm
f.asl ven anv one .oinponen falli. Similarly, a arancl(or fdundanc) .y$tem is one in whi h each oopot( ert functior..;.' -
penderntl1 of iny othe" component, hut the sy.tcrn does not fail unlcat all of the con:punctnt fsil(sincc the components have
dalr ;: :fonctions)
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*Another way of arranging multiple components ib to put them in parallel.* Such
a system is callid a rcduandant sybtem and its over-all reliability is given by

I a redundant structural system, the over-all reliability is greater than the reli-
abilities of any of the individual -component reliabilities.

In actual structures, it takes considerable judgment on the part of the designer,
backed by sufficient experimental failure data, ti determine the type of interactions, if
any, which exist between various modes of failure. For example, if all of the modes of
failure of a structute are independent of each other and therc arc no parallel load paths,
the structure can be co'nsidered to be a series system. However, if there are interar.-
tione between the various failurc modes, the strength of the component may be deter-
mined by the worst combination of failure modes interacting with each other.

STATIC MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR

Biaxial Stress-Strain Behavior

A biaxial stress field is a stress system in which ,'uo of the three principal
stresses"~ are not negligible. In a motor case, the negligible principal stress is the one
in the thickness direction. Thist is in contrast to a uniaxial stress field, such as that
acting in an ordinary tensile specimen, which has only one principal stress of
significance.

The biax.ial ratio is defined as the ratio of ore of the biaxial principal stresses to
the other, the latter being taken as a reference. It is customary to take the circum-
ferential direction as the reference direction. Thus, in the cylindrical portion of a
motor case, the biaxial ratio is simply the ratio of the axial stress to the circumfer-
ential stress. Using elementary statics, it can be shown that the biaxial ratio in the
cylindrical portion of a case under internal pressure only is 0. 5, exc#.pt near the end
closures. The biaxial ratio in the vicinity of the closures and in the closures themselves
depends on the geometrical configurations of the end closures. When a case is subjected
to axial compression in addition to internal pressure, the bia: jal ratio decreases from
the 0. 5 value, the exact amount depending on the L dative magnitude of the externally ap-
plied compressive stre~ss.

Otelice tetrs series aaid 'parallcl- refer to functional considerations, not to physical arrmngemesst. Thus. the technical
definsition of A 2ehscs system it one in whtichs each comnponenst functions lindependently of any other component, and ie sysicem
falls when any one compone!n. fails. similaniy a parallel (otsamdundant) system is one In w~hich each caisponent junctiomn, md
pendently of any other cotripunctt. but the .yter does rnut fail uims all of the coniponents fail stince the consponcsenu have

"if cetc properly sclfcts tie v.ertatior of a unal element of a itttctute, thcre it always some oientation in which there a-e no
shcat a.'e ctinig, only norrril(dticct) stresses. The values uf tla. jimti tcvscs acting omn an clL::acrt oricntvd it s uch a
fzamsion n, ca lled 29cplscif TI. mmitsriall} la g--t .4 d-.., j.I ti.LJ tl.c maxi mtsit pvuicipa I suts.
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The effective modulus of elastic!i is defined as the slope of the elastic (straight-
line) portion of the maximum principal stress - principal straL' €  curve. For tension-
tension loading (biaxial loading in which the biaxial principal stresses are b-nth tension
stresses), the effective modulus is always larger thL.n the u-.iaxial modulus, while for
tension-compression loading, the modulus is always smaller than tLe uniaxial one. In
the plastic range. a tension-tension biaxiality raises the stress ordinate of the stress-
strain curve and decreases the qtrain abscissa. Typical stress-strain c'Irves for
AISI 4340 steel, heat-treated to an ultimate tensile strength of 260,000 psi and subjected
to biaxial tension loading, are shown in Figure 5. (33)

In uniaxial tension, the usually accepted criterion for determining the yield
strength is the stress value corresponding to a plastic strain (offset value) of 0. 2 p-r
cent. However, in biaxial stress fi3lds, the effect of this same offset is not equivalent,
in terms of yielding, to its effect under uniaxial conditions. Therefore, a different cri-
terion, which gives a biaxial offset strain equivalent to a given uniaxial offset strain,
must be used. (34) This offset under biaxial conditions is always less than the uniaxial
value. For a biaxial ratio of 0. 5 .and 2. 0), the offset strain is 86.6 per cent of the uni-
axial offset; for a biaxial ratio of unity, the offset strain reaches its minimum value of
one-half of the aniaxial offset.

Theoretically, for a perfectly ductile material, there is an increase in yield
strength of 15 per cent (compared to the uniaxial tension )ield strength) at a biaxial rat.o
of 0. 5. However, for many actual rocket-case mnaterials, the increase in yield strength
under such conditions is slightly less. For example, AISI 4340 steel over a range of

heat treatments from 180,000 to 260,000 psi Ftu has an increase of approximately 12 per
cent, as shown in Figure 6. Since the yield strength depends only upon the material,
condition, size, biaxial ratio, and test temperature, it can be considered to be strictly
a property of the material.

In the motor-case field, the use of a proof test has become customary. In connec-
tion with this test, there is a pressure and a corresponding hoop stress at which no ap-
preciable yielding takes place in hydrotest. In actual practice, it is difficult to deter-
mine the exact stress corresponding to proof conditions; thus, the uso of a slightly modi-
fied definition is necessary. The proof stress is then defined as the stress corresponding
to an arbitrary small plastic strain, usually 0.01 per cent. The proof stress can be de-
termined in various ways, such as from full-scal-e motor-chamber hyt:rotest or from
small-scale cylindrical specimen tests (such as used to obtain the curves in Figure 6).

Unlike the ultimate tensile strength as determined in a t imple tensile test, the
ultimate strength of a motor case is not a fundamental material property. In motor-case
design, "he burst strength, as determined in hydrotests, is the ultimate strength prop-
erty used for design purposes. This snbject is treated in the next section.

Burst Behavior of Motor Cases

The ultimate tensile strength as determined in a simple uniaxial tensilc tcst dc-
perds only upon 'he material, condition, specimen size, and test temperature. The

1I1 .C ,,r; At,. U, 1. 4 inr ta I am, at ing on a miiall c k-lmc : omr.nicd iln tclci a .,,) thIa dleId at $I, %;l, i Art IlAhl
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burst strength* of a inotor case is known to depend upon all of these factars and also
upon the geometrical configuration (cylinder, 'qphcre, or Plat sheet). For a cylindrical

a case, it is fitrther dependent on the ratio of the cylindex length to its diameter and on the
shape, thickness, material, and condition of the end closures. Although a general thec.
retical artalysis taking all of these factors into account has not yet been accomplished,
experimiz-.tal evidence suggests that the shorter the vessel in relation to its diameter and
the stiffer its end domes in relation to the cylinder stiffness, the higher will be the burst
strength. (35) This is in keeping with the concept that a short vessel owes ;it3 additional
strength to the girdle -restraint effect of thy' end clcaiures. (36) Also, from theoretical
and experimental studies, for instance Reference (37), it it known that the lower the
strain hardening*l~ the greater will be the burst strength /ultimate tensile strength ratio.

Effect of Smal. Flaws

For intoernal-pres Pure vessels made of materials with relatively high ductility***111,
there is usually no difficulty in reaching the burst strength of the vessel even when fairly
severe local flaws art, prcoent. However, steels with high strength /density. achieved
by tempering at !ow temperatures, have low strain -hardening and ductility as meas-
ured in a uniaxial tensile test. This means that stress raisers due to local flaws of a
metallurgical or mechanical iature do not have sufficient opportunity to "smooth out" and
decrease in: value. Consequently, the high local stresses reacl-ed at such flaws,- even at
quite low values of the nominal stress, can be sufficient to produce premature failure.
The appearance of failures due to such flaws gave little if any evidence of plastic de-
formation, so such flaw-initiated faiiures are termed brittle or cleavage fractures. Fur-
thermore, such failures occur catastrophically, that is, with one or more cracks propa-
gating at high speeds. This topic has been treated extensively in previous DMIC re-
ports. (38-40)) Some of its design implications are discussed briefly here.

The flaw-failure phenomenon -ery definitely limits the maximunm heat-treatment
level practicable for sheet materials, as shown qualitatively in Figure 7 for a typical
high-strength, low-ductility material. ***Several different approaches have been used to
predict thia phenomenon quantitatively on the basis of theory. One of these approaches
is based on ductility considerations in conjunction with the concentration of strain at a
flaw. (41) Another approach is based on fractnre toughness as measured in notched-sheet
tensile test$. (42) Although brittle failure has been observed in unlaxial tensile tests on
flat sheet specimens containing a flaw, as well as in rocket-motor cases, the effect of
various amiountar of biaxiality on the phenomenon is not known cuantitatively at present.

Sorne of the early problems of brittle fracture in rocket cases have been minimized
with icreased experience iv' welding high-strength, low-ductility metals. Improved
case manufacturing mnethods which) elihitilito longitudinal welds have also improved the
bituution. Additional reltet has bec.- provided by impro-led inspection techniquen.

*I;cr ,w stcgh wli i tcnoniruaIl x~op- sncit civI cntfcs1 vndflj7 to the mintoImurn I fh'nt) pretsuc in htydi -tes of a ves.
Set failing with sufficient ductoii, rallirr tlan a icrs! its,.. Strenglm in Oie presence of flaws Is discussed tn tile nex

' z: .~Oalat. A s O IS atl sigan ini lease III wten as lite Itrain is aiceasead in tile plaisit range of tile ihres-straan virv-
71 i~ s aw sitadad cp aA...~ ,kwaittivi of ductility. it can br expressed by total eic'ngaalcn ir~ a3 actul: itI Pea cre, a,

'.0V area. I cr cx nt ..ear-I)pC fractaa appclr a lce Oft Varius Met'.jea Mi iaciajar icuhrcuq.
hiS t-IJI1'.1. , I!, C. J' ba. ,n ftiadI ic cit its titfituiin ailc.)s as well is in ferrous and staials itreit.
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The streigth in the precence of a flaw of a given type decreases quite severely e.s
the length of the initial flaw is increase$. A number of studies are being conducted to

nstenthi oaivny sheet maerf i the pr ese ce o . law of gvnlerngwth. infectu-o

sheet material to determine the severity of flaws present. Factors affecting the severity

include the flaw type, configuration, and dimensions, particularly either the sharpest
radius or the sharpest radius oriented perpendicular to the largest tensile principal
stress (usually the hoop stress in a rocket case).

The problems L.volving failure i.-.iiation in flaws in monolithic cases of high--
strength, low-ductility metals have helpea to focus attention on alternative materials -

notably glass-filament-wound composites.

FATIGtUE BEHAVIOR

In considering a missile or a rpace vehicle, the problems of premature failure of
components by fatigue might seem a remote possibility. However, this has not been
true in practice. The severe environment is frequently more significant than the rather
short exposure times. Failure can be generated by very-high-frequency stresses from
acoustic sovrces. (43) On the other hand, in some cases, failure has oc .urred in a low
number of cycles. (44) These two aspects - low-cycle fatigue and acoustic fatigue - can
be of great significance in design of the missile system.

Low-Cycle Fatigue

Low-cycle fatigue is failure that occurs from repeated cycles of high stresses or
strains. The cycles to cause :ailure may range from I to about 10,000 cycles. In view
of the short lifetimes observed and the high stresses that are required to cause such

failure, it is agreed that low-cycle fatigue results from an accumulation of repeated
plastic strain.

One miajor problem in zocket-motor cases has been concerned with low-cycle
fatigue resulting from mechanical loading.

The present problem has grown out of attempts to achieve high performance in
rocket-motor cases. In service there cases are subjected to internal pr,.ssxure high
enough to produce nominal hoop stresses near the yield strength of tha case material.
At various stages of manufacture, the cases are proof tested to design stress with a
number of internal pressure cycles. Sometimes the magnitude of the internal precsure
is increased with each cycle. Some failures of cases have occurred in very few pres-
sure cycles and frequently at stress levels substantially below design pressure. De-
pending upon the material, these failures may be "brittle" in nature. This type of be-

havior represents more than a fatigue phenomena in the usual sense. The mechanism
"-f r!f--,ur. . , w,,, u c nigi, repeateai pressure, may actually result
froni the growth of micrn-copic flaws to a size where rapid crack propagation (associated
with some critical flaw lenth) may occu" (this was discussed more fully in the prececdng
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section). Failures have occurred in these hydrotests in the vicinity of weld discontinu-
ities, either in the case body or in closures. These types of failures lend credence to
the thought that hydrotesting may actually decrease reliability since existing flaws may
progressively grow with successive pressure cycles. %45,46) At the end of hydretesting,
the flaw may be at a critical size to propagate rapidly during the next pressure cycle
(namely, firing of the booster).

In addition to improvements in welding techniques and elimination of longitudinal
welds, the use of an improved proof-testing procedure, such as the one suggested by
Corten(4 51 *may be helpful in alleviating this type of low-cycle fatigue.

To prcvide some insight into how fatigue considerationst may affect material selec-
tion, Figure 8 has been prepared from data in the literature. Throe materials are
represented on the figure: (1) D-6ac steel heat treated to Ftu , 270 ksi(4 7), (2) Ti-6A1-
4V heat treated to 170 ksi(48 ), and (3) glass filament-resin composite( 4 6 ). These mate-
rials are representative of those currently considered for use in rocket-motor cases.

The fatigue curves in the figure are presented with units of stress (as a per cent of
ultimate tensile strength) as the ordinate and log N as the abscissa, where N is the num-
ber of cycles to failure. I. the case of the steel and titanium alloys, the data were ob-
tained from axial-load fatigue tests of simple specimens (i. e., uniaxial loading) where
the stress for a given test ranged from zero to some meximurr tensile value. The glass
filament-resin composite& actually were filament-wound spherical pressure vessels,
repeatedly pressurized fron ambient pressure to some maximum pressure. Under this
condition, the stresses also ranged from zero to a maximumn value. The state of stress
was balanced biaxial tension (i. e., the biaxial ratio was 1, as defined in the section on
Biartial Stress-Strain Behavior).

The data clearly show that, over all the lifetime range studied, there is an appre-
ciable loss in relative fatigue strength of a f.iament-wound composite in comparisun with
that of the titanium and steel alloys. It to possible that the biaxial stresses in the com-
posite may have some effect.

Acoustic Fatigue

Another source of fatigue damage that must be considet ad in the design of miesiies
and space vehicles is that associated with fluctuating sound pressure. This problem is
of interegt in rocket-motor-case design since pressure fluctuations occur during the fir-
ing of the engine and during early powered flight. (43,49, 50) The pressure fluctuations
are random in nature and cover a wide range of frequencies. It is these random pres-
sure fluctuations that can excite resonant dynamic response in the structute. Since ire-
quencies may range in excess of 10,000 cycles per second at sound levels greater than
170 decibels, accumulation of large numbers of stress cycles (associated with typical
response frequencies) can occur in relatively short periods of time.

There are a number of noise environments that may contribuite t, the over-all

- - - -* -...... - ---- -. 1............. .. en. rcckct
launch and while the vchicle is slowly gaining speed and altitude, this is the major
source. Since the sound pressure leveli associated with eac'I frequency are different
along the lcngth of the vehicle, it is important in considering structural response to Know
the characteristi.s of the sound field. This ijcludes not only the root mean squark sound
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pressure levels, but also their statistical distribution, since it may be those levels
higher than the root mean square level that contribute to fatigue. It should be noted that
vehicles launched from a silo experience significantly higher sound lvvelb than do pad-
launched vehicles. (49)

At subsonic and supersonic speeds, a turbulent boundary layer exists over much cf
the vehicle surface. Associated with this turbulent condition are pressure fluctuations.
If there is structural response to certain frequencies, there can be damage from tie
standpoint of acoustic fatigue.

In a missile in supersonic flight, abrupt changes in static pressure (callcd super-
sonic shocks) may occur at certaro '.ocations, usually at points where marked changes in
external geometry occur. These shocks are known to move or oscillate and hence con-
tribute to the noise environment. These pressure fluctuations can be intense and thus
constitute an important factor in acoustic fatigue.

There are a number of other noise sources either about which little is known or
which are much less important than those described above. These sources include noise
radiation from the turbulent flow in the wake of a vehicle, convection of atmospheric
turbulence through shock waves, etc.

There are several problems that must be considered in connection with acoustic
fatigue. Although it is possible to indicate the various sources of pressure fluctuations,
it i& not possible at present to describe with high confidence the nature of the pressure
fluctuations. This kind of inform~ation is now bcing generated; without it, the problem of
evaluating structural response is not precise.

The pressure fluctuations, covering a wide range of frequencies, no doubt excite
resonant vibrations in the structure. This response could involve more than one mode
of vibration and would be at descrete frequencies in the broad noise spectrum. It is
these resonant vibrations that can lead to fatigue failure. One of the problems then is to
determine these critical modes and frequencies, and the stresses associated with the
likely modes of response.

In order to determine the stresses, the analysis must include an estimate of the
vibration energy dissipation (damping). This is necessary because if the structure has
high damping, the stresses experienced under resonant vibration will be significantly
reduced. Although basic structural materials under oscillating load will dissipate small
amounts of energy by internal hysteresis, material damping re: -resents an insignificant
effect as contrasted to other damping mechanisms.

Structural damping is one of the more effective mechanisms for dissipating vibra-
tion energy. (49, 50) It is frequency insensitive and depends upon amplitude of oscille-
tions. It probably arises chiefly from slip at interfaces of joints. The mode of vibration
is an important factor here, since the mode determines which joints are highly loaded
and thus contribute significantly to damping.

Techniques which significantly increase damping of .k structure are currently being
evaluated. (49) The -e involve the addition of plastic-materia;. ''amping compounds",
wim,.]i Willis Addt- 4tL pruper p.nntv in the structure, provide significant reduction in panel
anp!itudes under resonant vibration. (Some experiments have sl,own 90 per cent reduc-
tions in amplitude and stresses compared with those experienced without damping.)
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These materials tend to offer high damping capacity over limited frequency and tcp!ra-
ture ranges. In view of the significant effect on acoustic fatigue life, current effurt ib
being directed toward broadening of the frequenry and temperature ranges for which such
materials have high damping capacity. Also, effort is bein3 made to determine the most
efficient way of using these materials.

ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

Several factors are of concern in considering possible effects of environment as it
influences design of rocket-motor cases. First, certain thermal inputs may rcsult in
relatively steady thermal stress; for example, aerodynamic heating, propellant burning,
and radiant heat received during long-ra:uge interplanetary travel. Cyclic heat input may
set up periodic thermal stresses in vehicle structure when the vehicle is orbiting a plan-
etary body passing into and from the shadow side to the sun side of the br.dy repeated!y.
In the former instance, where the motor case is heated aerody, ,Yically or by propellant
burning during liftoff and climb, thermal stresses will be suporimposed upon high
stresses due to external and internal loads. The motor-case-matt .al selection, design
stresses, and certain design details under such conditions probably will be governed by
the mechanical strength of the case material at the anticipated working temperature of
the structure. In the latter case, if orbiting is for long periods of time, an analysis of
the periodic thermal stresses would be required to determine whether thermal fatigue
would be a problem in the booster of such a vehicle.

Secoid are the considerations of the space environment - electromagnetic and
particle radiation, solid-particle impingement, and vacuum effects. These considera-
tiuns are discussed in the sections that follow. In these discussions it is assumed that
the vehicle under consideration is one that will be orbiting the earth for long periods cf
time or is on an interplanetary mission and that a rocket booster attached to the vehicle
can be fired on command. Further, the discussion it directed primarily to the motor
case and end closures but not to hardware such as nozzles, gimballing devices, etc.
In this context, primary interest is in the effect of space environment on mechanical
behavior of case materials and certain design features associated with loads generated
by firing the booster. Environmental effects on electrical and optical properties, carrier
effects for semiconductor devices, and other characteristics are not of interest here.

Mechanical Strength as Affected by Temptrature

Rocket-motor-case temperatures irmiL &teL.vdytaana'i ]e-tb, asad pi upullaist buiaaiig

are limited to the rasnge 300 F t 600 F. Hovever, for high-performance vehicles, it is
probable that higher temperatures may be required. Therefore, the effect of tempera-
ture on matvrial behavior is important. Figures 9 through 13 show the effect of temper-
ature on Ftu , Fcy , Fbru , Fou, and E and E., respectively, of a number of materials
that are considered and used in motor cas(es.( 5 1 ) The materials include a hi h-atr.nath

steel, a titanium alloy, and glass filament-epoxy resin composite.
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Several features are immediately evident fro.- these figures. All mechanical
characteristics of all materials decrease as the teiaiperature infcreases. However, this

decrease is most marked for the glass filament-.:poxy resin composite. For example,
the tensile strength of the glass-filament material at a temperature of 500 F is about

60 per cent that at room temperature. At the same temperature, the steel has a tensile
strength 90 per cent of that at room temperature; titaniu .i, 80 per cent. As illustrated

in Table 5, shear and bearing strength (which can be important at openings and skirts)

and modulus of elasticity (which seriousl) influenCes stiffness and buckling resistance)

of glass-filament com osites are more drasticall) reduced than tensile strength at a

temperature of only 400 F.

TABLE 5. STRENGTH AT 400 F AS A PER CENT OF INDICATED ROOM-

TEMPERATURE STRENGTH CRITERION

Ultimate Ultimate Modulus of

Shear Strength, Bearing Strength, Elasticity,
Material Fsu Fbru E

Steel 96 92 96
Titanium 82 86 38
Glass Filament/Epoxy 45 20 42

From such a tabulation, it is obvious that certain structural indexes applied in

preliminary screening (based frequently on room-temperature behavior) should be care-
fully examined at realistic operating temperatures.

The designer may enercifie ertain uptiuoia iin detign to favor use of lightweight
efficient material. If heating is primaril aerodynamic, investigation of external in-
vulation may show that case temperatures can be reduced to tolerable levels. A similar
situation may I-! helpful -f major heating is from propellant burning. Otner trade-offs

may be possible to alleviate the temperature problem.

Thermal Stresses and "rh:ermal-StressFatig~z .

Thermal stresses ar.st ;cn the temperature of a part of a structire is heated
above or cooled below the temperature of the supper'ig structure. This structure may

be designed so that the heated or cooled portion is completely or partially restrained
from expanding (if heated) or contracting (if cooled). The thermal stresses may be tran-
sients or more or less steady state.

One damaging effect of thermal stresses Lould arise if thermal strasn'. are high
enough to cause plastic deformation. If these btrains are repeated, for example during

long -time earth orbiti"g, the r ssibility of thermal fatigue hould be considered. There

are a number of influencing factors here that are importa. to the problem. They relate

With a givcn temp, r2st.re rise, mater.31s with large values of thermal condoctluity
anel s iject to iavcl;.nii al ,.h.%traoatsL deve: ,p small thermal strains and stresses (for the
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case of skin heating). Low conductivity infers large thermal strainu. Th;.s, conductLivit
affects the maximum thermal-stress value.

Thermal diffusivity (conductivity divided by specific heat and density) on the other
hand determines the rate of development of thermal gradients. Therefore, in transient
thermal response, a material with a low diffusivity is desirable.

Thermal-expansion coefficient also determines the magnitude of thermal strains.
For repeated plastic thermal strains, a low coefficient of expansion is desirable.

Directly related to the problem of thermal stresses is the maximum temperature.
If the temperature is cycled also, the cyclic temperature range influence& fatigue be-
havior. In both cases, the lower the maximum temperature or the smaller the tempera-
ture range, the lower is the possibility of fatigue failure.

It is quite likely that materials may be selected on the basis of other character-
istics than thermal stress and fatigue. In that event, the physical constants conductivity,
diffusivity, and expansion coefficient cannot be arbitrated. As demonstrated by experi-
ence with a number of satellite vehicles, the designer has at his option direct means to
limit maximum surface temperature and fluctuating temperature for an orbiting vehicle.
This can be achieved by insulation and can be further enhanced by special coatings and
finishes on the surfane. (3)

As stated in an earlier section, the electromagnetic radiation received by a vehicle

is composed primarily of that from the sun and secondarily by solar radiation reflectsd
from the earth or another planet and als. that radiated by the earth or planet. Internally,
heat is generated in the vehicle by communication and other electronic gear, life-support
equipment, and the personnel in the vehicle. The stable temperature of the vehicle then
is related to the heat balance istablished between the external heat Load, the internal heat
load, and the heat loss by radiation from the vehicle.

Since the major external heat load is irom the sun (radiating essentially as a black
body at 5820 K), retention of this radiant heat in the vehicle is dependent upon the sur-
face area exposed to the sun and the absorptivity of the surface layer. At the same time,
the radiant heat loss to interstellar space is a function of the vehicle surface area that is
radiating and the emissivity of the surface layer (a low-temperature emission).

It is seen then that the principal factor to establish vehi-le temperature in space
environment is the ratio of absorptivity, it,, to low-temperature emissivity, c.

Thus, in order to achieve a low equilibrium temperature, the designer will be
looking for surface finishes or treatments that have low solar asorptivity and high val-
ues of low-temperature emissivity. It is for this reason that. irtain oxides used as pig-
inents and techniques such as sandblasting of surfaces have been employed, and are still
being examined. (3)

Elect romainetic and Particle Radiation

There are two factors that maj be of interest (1) sputtering and (2) radiatinn
damage. Sice tlsermal effects from electromagnetic radiation have been discussed in
the preceding section, this will not be considered a factor in this sect,on.
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As a space vehicle orbits the earth or trAvels in a r-e, it will e!!idc -ith atoms
or ions having a broad range of energy. On impact, these particles tend io knock atom8
from the surface. This is the process that is called sputtering. There has been some
concern that, over extended periods of exposure, sputtering may result in appreciable
loss in metal from the tiurface and reduction in thickness. Jaffe and Rittenhouse( 3) have
made some estimates o" surface loss based on plausible estimates of the flux of atomic
particles impacted and sputtering efficiuncies The following tabulation summarizes
their results.

Loss in Thickness
per Year

Particle Source Cm Angstroms Remarks

Low earth satellite 10" 10 10-  Negligible loss
(nitrogen and oxygen atoms)

Peak of inner Van Allen belt 10- 9  10 "1 Negligible loss
(protons)

Solar flare protons 10-6 102 Negligible loss

Steady solar wind protons 3 x I0-8 3. C Negligible loss

Cosmic rays Negligible because of high
energy and low flux

It should be apparent on the basis of their estinates that loss in metal thickness as
a consequence of sputtering is not an important consideration for present rocket-case
designs.

Radiation damage can occur when high-energy atomic particles penetrate into
structural materials. The depth of penetration is proportional to the energy level; how-
isver, greater damage rmay occur with lower energy particleo of high flux, since damage
would occur in a thin layer of sraerihl.

Damage can occur by two mechanisms. One of these, ionization, involves the re-
moval of electrons from atoms. For rocket-case materials, this is characteristic of
plastics. The second mechan.sm is displacement .4 !t. n.s f-om their positions in the
crystal lattice. This type of damage is characteristic for ino: ganic insulators and
metals.

Jaffe and Rittenhouse( 3), McCoy( 4 ), and others have concluded generally that
mechanical properties of metals are not affected by radiation encountered in space, with
the exception that a thin surface layer of metal may be damaged when exposed in the
inner Van Allen Belt or when exposed by radiation from solar flares.

Organic materials, on the other hand, are radiation sensitive, and mechanical
properties may be significantly altered by long exposure King, et al. (52), have tabu-
lated considerable information on life expectancy of a large number of polymeric mate-
riaib based upon an astumrd radiation field and an assumed rate of energy absorption.
The data are only ihdictive; however, furane resins, phenolics, polyesters, and styrene
nobrners showed appreciably long lives "o threshold damage and to 25 per cent change in

mechanical strength.
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In selecting case materials, where damage may be undesirable, it is probably
prudent to use the more resistant material in a given class. In some cases, nominal
shielding may be adequate to prevent radiation damage.

Solid-Particle Impingement

The problem of solid-particle impingement does not appear to apply to rocket-
motor cases except for those vehicles that may have a booster attached for subsequent
firing in space. The factors to consider are erosion of surface and penetratiun.

On the basis of available information, surface erosion from meteoric dust does not
appear to be a structural problem. Erosion rates in the range I to 1000 microns per
year have been deduced on the basis of estimates of the assumed mass and distribution
of particles. (4) Only if the case surfaces were treated to provide certain absorptivity
and emissivity for temperature control might erosion become significant.

Penetration, partial penetration, internal spalling, or delamination may be of
structural significance. However, danger from meteoroid puncture is not as great an
might be expected, since particles large enough to penetrate also are few in number.

Impact of large particles on high-strength metal cases, o'aen if the case .s not
completely penetrated, may produce critical flaws that might lead to rupture of the case
during firing. Glass-fiber cases also may be weakened with such impacts by minute
cracking at the impacted region and by delamination of the fiber layers.

These considerations and others concerned with explosive decompression of pres-
surized and manned regions of vehiLles have led to consideration of shields or bumpers
that would be located some distance above the vehicle surface. (2,3) These bumpers
would interrupt impinging meteoroids and serve to fragment them. Thus, the fragments
would be dispersed over a wide area of the underlying shell, and presumably det r:ab,:
the possibility of penetration.

Vacuum Environrr.ent

A number of factors have been considered important for rarious components of
space vehicles exposed to the hard vacuum of spae-: sublimation, degradation of organic
compounds, changes in mechanical strength, and changes in absorptivity and emissivity.
Some of these may be important in considering rocket-motor cases, others, not
important.

For example, sublimation of metal and inorganic compounds has been of some in-
terest for come vehicle components. For the practical metals of interest (steels, tita-
rwium alloys, aluminum alloys, even bet/llium), the temn-ratures at which sublimation
rates are high enough to be of engineering significance a. generally much higher than
temperatures at which these materials normally are used. Hence, sublimation is not of
concern. Similar statements, apply to the inorganic compounds. Also, for metals and
ir organic compounds, th. ",acuum environment at temperatures to which the rocket-motor
cases will be iubjected will not affect the mechanical strength of the materials. Since
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sublimation does not occur, absorptivity and reflectivity of the case materxalfs cannot be
impaired.

The situation for glass-fiber reinforced plastics is not as optimistic as it is for
metals. In the vacuum environment, degradation of long-chain polymeric compounds oc-
curs and results in formation of more volatile fragments.( 5) Therefore, with time, sig-
nificant loss in weight (10 per cent) can occur which results in changes in mechanical
properties of engineering significance. Degradation is a function of temperature, higher
loss rates occurring at higher temperatures. Consequently, if thes.3 materials are used
in motor cases that may be subjected to long-time exposure in vacuum, consideration
must be given to the operating temperature and to the strength loss. Jiffe and
Rittenhouse( 3 ) present available information summarizing the decompcsition of polymers
on the basis of temperature to produce a weight loss of 10 per cent pe year in vacuum.
They caution, however, that much of the data are not too reliable and suggest that if de-
tailed information is required, it is necessary to test experimentally.

STRUCTURAL WEIGHT

The objective of a rocket system, whether it has a defense or research mission,
is uaually to place a desired payload at a given location with a certain velocity. Thus,
a dimemsiualess parameter which is a measure of the efficiency of a vehicle to achieve
this objective has come into wide use in the rocket field. This is the mass fraction (or
mass ratio), which is defined as the ratio of the propellant mass (before burning) to the
total mass (propellant plus inert components) for the particular stage concerned. Ob-
viously, the mass fraction can be thought of as a measure of the weight efficiency. For
example, a mass fraction of 0.9 is within current technology; this means that the weight
of inert parts accounts for W0 per cent of the total. The higher the mass fraction, the
more efficient is the design i:om a weight standpoint.

It is imperative in current technology that a high mass fraction be achieved in the
upper stages of a multistage vehicle ii an adequate payload ia to be carried. * However,
ii, the first stage, and to a certdin ext,,nt in intermediate stages, the mass fraction is not
as critical, so that some other factor, such as thrust-to-weight ratio or cost, is usually
the governing criterion.

In order to achieve a high mass fraction, it is obvious t.Lat the structural materials
must be used efficiently. This means s!:.:czt A&.4tcFr A, *,tASt.uLdi configuratlons
.o as to minimize the structural weight for a given propellant mass.

Structural-Weight Material Indexes

The total inert-part weight of a solid-propellant r, ket includes, in addition to the
motor case itself, such items at, the skirts, adapters. ILers, insulation, grain re-
ntrictor. and igniter. Thus. the mass fraction i (f,,tt tc A..._...- i.-..-

made of differ, it materials without going into considei-able detail in regard to the various

Zi-ti not eT halt zh1 pwp-ee '.ft ing multiple %tages is to reduce the e-ci y expcn&.d upon n .asw fts e l -thm hzve . .;
ustful purposes. In othet vork, the purpoe 0I IT1u41Sta3Finy is to arlv hipht r Mass fF$enon.
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accessory items. Furthermore, it is difficuilt to estimate the weight of end closures,
particularly the aft onc which is a function of nozzle size and arrangement. Therefcrc,
it is desirable to use another means of evaluating structural -woight efficiency. Since a
given mass of propellant can be assumed to occupy a given volume, it is often convenient
to evaluate motor-case materials on the basis of weight, W, of the cylindrical portion Cf
the case per unit volume, V, enclosed by this portion.*

If it is assumed that the critical loading is internal pressure, it is shkown in Ap-
pendix A that the WIV ratio for a rmonolithic case conatructed of an isotropic mnaterial"~
is directly proportional to the pressure and inversely proportional to the ratio of the de-
sign stress level to the density, d, of the case material. As discussed in Ohe sections
on Structural Safety and Reliability and Static Mechanical Properties, the design stress
level ir usually approxi'mately proportional to the ultimate tensile strength. ** 1 hus,
strength /density (Ftu/d) it tho structural -material index of minimum-weight design for
internal pressure.

For conditions where buckling governs the dlesign, it is shown in Appendix A that
the structural-material index of minimum-weight design is merely v1 E/d, where E is thc
modulus of elasticity.

For various materials, basic mechanical propertien and the two structural-weight
indexes &re listed in Table 6. These are based upon minimum strength values as given
in Reference (53), or is estimated from &vailable data.

Alumniavtm alloy 2014-T6 is listed primarily for historical interest, since it is typ-
icat if the ca-ie materials used in small ordnance-type rocket cases in the early 1950's,
and l-,r comparative purposas, since it is currently in use in liquid-fuel rocket tankage.
Aluminum %lloy 7178-T6 is listed as a representative of the -. her-strength-lev'el alu-
min-um alloyc currently available.

The magnitudes of axial compression and bending loads in monolithic rocket-case
applicat-ont in the past have been sufficiantly low that cane weight has been governed by
internal-pressu-re considerations rather than buckling. Thus, there has been an intensive
search for materials with high atrength/density. This quest first motivated a change
from aluminum alloys to familiar aircraft steels like AISI 4130 and 4340, then to special
alloy steels aw-h sa D-6ac, MBMC-l, SCr-Mo-V, and 300 M. Appreciable weight re-
du--tiona have recently been achieved by redesigning rocket cases to permit a material
change from high-strength steel to titanium alloy. The two major competing alloys are
Ti-6A1-4V, which is considered to be the "14340"1 of the titaniui.i field, and Ti- 13V- I ICr-
WA, which has sflightly higher strength but is less ductile and more difficult to weld.

Recently, there has been considerable int#erest in low-carbon, martensitic, 18-per
cent-nickel sttels, known as Mar-aging steels, f~r r.,..kvt _abus. (54) The Mar-aging
stcols can be heat treated, by a simple aging treatment, to higher Ptu levels than the
medium-carbon alloy steels. These steels offer no unusual problems in fabrication and
weiding, and they have good fracture toughness at high Ftu levels.

fAnotricr Way to CVAlu3t' case mahlis Iiluctura. weight efficiency it on thr basis of wcight per unit surface area 1v(~ the L)-
lindjrical no#tior Ifevri. this ha, Ow, di&AdAntw.P thatit cipL .~ e- i. -

"'o liu"Rptc fflatcr.' Vdik ~~1h 4, the 146"t; ciasti. 1xispesti in all ,ttectliins.

00tii pfcrable~j~ '0 nk sn trength%, rather than ,niaxlal values, Aincc inart .iuttic miaterialt exhibit An uitcrease 'n trc118t1b
o!,, tL , i pes ,ri uneder such a condi~on. itowLier. w~Lh data are hiti) deperidcit iptAi Al Iti..4:oe Al 4 40-

abk: for only a iui& numnber of matctials lli, for comrparative purpmct Ft, %alu~ ei arc ir
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Before structural-material indexes for composite naaerials can be discussed in-
telligently, it is necessar) to discuss the basis for coaniparison with ri-ortolithic materi-
als. The design basis used for composite ma'erials varies widely. In wire-wound-resin
cases, it has been the practice to refer strength, modulus, and density values to the
wire; however. in glass-filamer.t-wound resn-bonded alurinum cases, the design is
based oi, the aluninum. In order to make legitimate comparisons with mor.olithic mate-
rials, it is necessary to use strength, modulus, and density values of the composite.
This has been done for the composites listoid in Table 6. Then all of the equations pre-
sented in Appendix A for mono'. ithi c .es can be used directly.*

The primary loading present in all rocket-motor cases is internal pressure; fur-
thermore, in motors currently either available or under consideration, the pressure
varies only from 200 to 1000 psi. The other major loading is an ex" irnal loading con-
sisting of a combination of axial compression and bending which tends to produce iailure
by buckling. It is r.Lrly obvious that larger vehicles will have larger applied external
loads and also larger buckling resistance in terms of total external load (in poun,4s).
Therefore, in order to ciipare external loads on an equitable basis relative to the
structural weight required, the parameter Peq/D 2 is used in the derivation in Appen-
dix A. Here Peq is the equivalent axial load (an axial compression load, equivalent so
far as buckling is concerned, to the actual combination of axial compression and pure
bending) and D is the motor-case diameter. **

It is desirable to present a graphical picture of the effect of external loading ot the
structural weight. First of all, Equation (4) in Appendix A shows that, for a motor case
which is critical for internal pressure, the cylindrical motor-case weight per enclosed
volume (W/V) is unaffected by oxtornal loading. Thus, in a plot depicting W/V versus
Pe /D 2 , thin relaticnship is repreaented by a horizontal straight line (Line A) as shown
in Figure 14.

Using Peq for P in Equation (7 in Appendix A, it ic seen that when buckling is
critical, the relationship between W/V and Pe /D - is parabolic, i.e. , W/V is propor-
tional to the square root of Peq/D, as showny Curve B in Figure 14. The actual
weight per enclosed volume ia given by the higher value of the two relationships. Thus,
for example, at a Peq/D 2 value represented by vertical Lute I int Figure 14, the big:.er
WIV is the one determined by uternal pressure (Line A), so this portion of Line A is
shown as a solid line, rather than dotted. Conversely, at higher external loads exem-
plified by vertical Line 2, the higher W/V is the ose determined by buckling, i.e., para-
bolic Crave B, Thus, this portion of Curve B is shown solid. The weight/volume rela,-
tionship over the entire range of external load~ngs covered by 6'igure 14 is represented
by the solid portions of Line A and Curve B.

Figure 15 soimmarizes the efect of material selection on the wcight of a rocket-
motor case of monolithic construction; Ftgure 16 covery. composite motor cases. These
figures show the effects of case material and equivalent load parameter (equivalent axial
load Peq divided by the square of the case diameter) on the weight per volume enclosed
for the cylindrical portiua of a _ase fur a rocket with a 400-psi burning pressure. This

if u.. , Em, e ,c ntirely oan ue ituients. ue c'oiuns z us Lquaion(i) o Appendix A must be replaced bV 3, then the
modified equmzson is .pp !fbe to opti:ntarn filamcn-t-utu d shells of any geometrical configuration.

"; I k a w eed lor calculatinsg feq Is Erquaton ;12), Appendix A.
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burning pressure has been selected because it is intermediate betweeni the usual limits of
200 to 1000 psi; also, it is atypical burning pressure for second-stage rockets, in which
buckling is apt to be critical. The assumptions on which Figures 15 and 16 are based
include:

(1) Room-temperature minimum propcrties as given in Table 6 are used.

(2) No allowaiae is made for increase in -'tu due to biaxiality.

(3) Ultimate safety factor is 1. 25.

(4) Insulation weight is not included.

(5) Effect of case length/diameter ratio on buckling is neglected.

(6) Credit is given for a 52 per cent increase in buckling resistance due to
a case-bonded propellant.

(7) For the urdinary glass filament/resin case, a 40-psi decrease in pres-
lure acting on the case is taken into consideration.

(8) Values shown for the sandwich motor case are approximate ones based
on Reference (31). Since the core-material weight is constant per
square foot of case surface area, its weight per volume enclosed dc-
creases with increasing case diameter. A weight value is shown for
only one motor-case diameter: 120 inch.

(9) The limiting values (0. 185 and 0. 300) of the buckling factor C (see Ap-
pendix A) were used for each material.

Typical ranges of the equivalent external load parameter (the abscissas of Fig-
ures 15 ,tid 16) are also indicated in the figures by horizontal brackets (in the lower part
of the figures) for three clauses of vehicles, the characteristics of which are given in
Appendix B. In the range of values for each type of vehicle, the higher values are ap-
plicable to only second-stage motor cases and the lower values are primarily applicable
to the first and third stages. Equivalent load parameter values corresponding to the
fourth stage of Vehicle C have been omitted in the figures, since it is not a "large"
rocket.

In Figures 15 and 16 some of the data are represented as bands or areas rather than
lines. The reason for the range of values for high-streneth steels and for titanium alloys
in the left-hand (horizontal-line) portion of Figure 15 and for Composite X in Figure 16 is t(
cover the range of strength and correspondingly Ftu/d for each of the classes of materi-
als in Table 6. The ranges of values in the right-hand portion of Figure 15(i. e., nonhori.
zonfoal lines) for these m4terials, as well as tor Composites W, X, andY in Figure 16, are
.-elated to the use of a range of values for the buckling coefficient, C [defined in Equa-
,ion (5) inAppendixAl. The upper boundaries correspond oughly to mean values of C,
while the lower boundaries represent the 90 per cent prob. bility value (at 95 per cent con-
fidelie iCvul).

Since only one material is presented in each clasi3 for aluminum alloy and compos-
ites W, X, and Y, each of these is represented in the left-hand portion a& a single line.
Howvcer. due fn the combination of a low F /d index and a high ,T/d index for'the al1a-
mitirm alloy (7178-T6), bucklinE, does -ot become critical within the load range cocred
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by Figure I';. In other words, the weight per uait volume for 7178-71 if* determined by
internal pressure only and is unaffected by load over the range of values shown.

The structural-weight material index for pressure-critical design, Ftu/Id, is si-rif-
icant in the left-l-and portion of the figures, i. e., when the external loads are relatively
small. Therefore, for monolithic structures, titanium alloyt; hAve the high~est Ptu/d and
thus the lowest WIV (see Figure 15). Similarly, glass-filament/resin cormposite (Com-.
posite X) having an even higher Ftu/d is still lighter (see Figure 16).

As higher and higher final-stage velocities are required, thut equtivalent external
load parameter Peq/DZ will also increase, as shown by the increases in the ranges of
Peq/D- %alues in going from Vehicle A through Vehicle B to Vehicle C (see Appendix B).
As a resnlt of their combination of high Ftu/d and high vlkid, titanium alloys will result
in lighte-: (lower WIV) motor cases at high loads than will any of the other materials
shown fc r monolithic construction.*l It is important to note that it is the combination of
Ftu/d a. d !Kid which makes titanium alloys best in the high-load range. V Thusz,Tfor
monolitlic construction and regardless of the combination of loadings, use of titanium
alloys w2! reeu" in the lightest motor cal-e per enclosed volume.

The choice of tic; type of composite construction which is best from a WIV stand-
point is somewhat more complicated. Reference to the lowest values for each of the
composites represented in Figure 16 shows that the order of merit for various ranges of
the load parameter are as shown in Table 7. **

TABLE 7. ORDER OF MERIT(a) FOR VARIOUS COMPOSITE MATERIALS AT
VARIOUS RANGES OF THE EQUIVALENT LOAD PARAMETER,
ASSUMING A 400-PSI BURNING PRESSURE

Order of Merit for Indicated Ranges of Equivalent Load Parameter, psi
0*5 50o O- 74 74 -89 89 -10 1 10 and Up

1. Comp. X 1. Comp, y 1. Ccnsp. y 1. Comp. z(16) 1. Comp. Z(b)
?.. Comp. Y 2. Camp. X 2. Comp. W 2. Camp. Y 2. Comp. W and Y
3. Comp. W 3. Comp. W 3. Comp. X 3. Comp. W 3. Comp. X

4. Comp. X

(a) Lightest compostesc (i.e..* smsallest W/V') are lI.ed first.
(b) A 120 -inch diaractet motor case is assumed.

Several significant conclusions can be drawn, from Table 7 in regard to cc.mpouite-
material development programs oriented toward rocket-case application:

(1) At present Compoitite X (glimtit filament/restin) is best (from a motor-
case weight per enclosed volume standpoint) onl for low external
loads (i.e., low values of P Iq D2 ). Any reductions in weight at higher

*Dcr)1liunt is not irciuded in the duisivn because of the considerable difficulties it fabrication which iu, be u'vetcenie N -
fost: beryllium motor cases are practica., However, iypical property values for A~he erhiitihter: Ftywl Sk%..

r itw7 lat. 8.O. 066pcs, E=.41.1 10 6pi On tals balss berylliumn would .. t C .i-1, d Iigurc l") b a hon'wiiul till, at

%/ . 0th/fr. At low And iterme~sate exienaI loaditis. this would be quite comparable to titaniumn aso)s;htt,.1 ot

e,.ial leading. it wouJi tcprecn a weight saving over titanium al'oyt.
WAititittiur Alloys nave a tiuct, :isyttt T/d tndcx th.n do titanium alfo~s. but they arc at a disadvantage due to v .t t l.,j'N

;vtk%. as Lsho n i-trigure iI(excv~t frr Yer) large ftial-%ige velocity requineiu - tinr.. than that of vicle C in
App.tudi' 0).

* %11i1U 1ak to,14 ii t 3j:1'i.c i t.,sruct'- ? a i1(t cotripetilive on A wk.ight basis lot the iesd ranges ot u. s~d iIn ligir.. 'If C* I

it , c,, d fro,-, 1 ig -ii. it, And ific o t~ismn ditcssseui.
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loads must be achieved by increasing ,'EE/d; increakdig Ftu/d will not
help at higher loads. This indicates that the successful developme:.t uf
high-ii.odulus glass filaments and hollow glass filament* should resilt
in lighter cases at higher loads.

(2) Conipcsite Y (glass filament/aluminum/ resin) is best for intermediate
loads; thus it should come into more prominence in the next few years
than it has so far. Its simplicity in comparison with randwich con-
struction should make it desirable from a cost standpoint even at quite
high loads.

(3) Composite Z (glass-filament/aluminum honeycomb sandwich) looks
the best for v.-ry high loads, so its further development should be
pursued if solid-propellant rockets are to be used for boosters of the
Nova class and beyond.

(4) Rt.64rdless of the combinations of loads considered, Composite W
(music wire/resin) is inferior, from a weight standpoint, to other
composites. Thus, unless it has an overriding economic advantage,
its further development is not justified. However, thic docc not pre-
clude investigation of wire materials other than steel, i.e.,
beryllium.

By comparing the envelopes of lowest values in Figures 15 and 16. it can be con-
cluded that the best material (titanium alloy) considered for monolithic construction is
not as good as the best composites in their respective ranges of application (see Table 7)
However, it should be remembered that this conclusion and others presented in this sec-
tion are based upon the cylindrical case weight/enclosed volume concept presented in
detail in the Appendix.

There are some environmental modifying effects that are not included in such an
aralysis as presented here; these effects could change the conclusions in some instances.
These effects include fatigue, temperature-sensitive properties, and space environ-
mental effects (radiation, vacuum).

At the same time the analysis does not consider effect of closure weights and other
fitting weights which may result in a considerable weight penalty when certain materials
(composites in particular) are employed.

All of the factors involved in determining the performance objective (placing a
given payload at a specified location with a desired velocity) are subject to various trade-
offs. These factors include motor-case weight versus insulation weight, three stagelt
versus four, etc.
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APPENDIX A

MATHEMATICAL DERIVATIONS OF STRUCTU RAL- WEIGHT
MATERIAL INDEXES

L-iternal Pressure Critical

The largest stress in the cylindrical portion of an internally pressurized motor
case is the hoop stress, S, given by

S =kpDIZt, (1)

where u. is a factor which depends upon the dcsign of this end closures. p is the pres-
sure, and D and t are the mean diameter and wall thickness of the motor case.

The weight, W, of a unit length in the cylindrical portion of a motor case is
approximately

W = iTDtd, (2)

where d is the density of the case material.

The volume, V, enclosed by a unit length of P. cylinder is approximately

V= 70 2 /4. (3)

If the maximum stress, S, is now assumed to be the design stress, Fd, for the
material, Equatioas (1), (2), and (3) can be combined to give the toilowing expression
for the W/V ratio:

W/V - k (4)
F d/d'

Thus, when internal pressuire governs the design, W/V is inversely oroportional to
F Q d.

Buckling Critical

The two most critical buckling loads for a motor case are kisually either aXia
compression or bending. For sir.plicity, only axial compression will .e treated here in
dctail. The critical buc~kling atrc.is (Fcdcr for a monolithic, isotropic cylindrical shell
in ax:iI compression ib compute-1, by

(F,.)cr = 2CEt/D, (5)

wtierte E is the elasti .-nodcuu: and C is a coeffic--ent wI ::h dcpent.s somewhat on the

1.:~ p:n~~zJ C' It D1 :3 . , S ishils lO0iu (incluties all inodefss srntor cases), t-coinniended values of C rAnpe
I. -. (a 10 p 1',n: pfoh..ndli, .Ahst~ a, z~ Wj p~ cent confidtitce level) to 0.3 (risean value) (see Refrrcncc (1) on
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Now for design, (Fcdcr is also simply the critical axial load, P. multiplied by a
factor of safety, N, and divided by the c ross- sectional area of the Ca Le (70~t):

(Fcdcr :; PN/InDt. (6)

Solving Equations (5) and (6) for the wall thickness and using this to compute tile

weight, we obtain the following expression for the weight per enclosed vo~lume:

W/Vi I_ 8PN/D7- (7)
IE/d ITC

The requirement that buckling take place in the elastic range means that (Fcdcr
as given by F~quationw (5) and (6), with N = 1, cannot exceed the compressive yiald
strength F... This impostes the following upper limit on the axial load P:

Pmax /D O7r/2C) (F cy/E (8)

Fortunately, for values of F 2/E for all monolithic materials and composites cur-
cy

rently under considei~tion and for external loads on rocket cases for vehicles in current
use or contemplated for the foreseeable future, it is believed that Equation (8) will not be
areal limitation. Thus, the structural-rmaterial index of minimumn-weight design for
external loads is merely ./d.

When both compressive and bending loads are acting, the interaction equation isM1 :

FL F 1, (9)
(Fcdcr (Fl)cr

where Fc are Fb are the direct compressive and bending stresses for buckling under
combined-ltoad conditions, (Fc)cr is as defined previously, and (Fi))cr is the bending
stress for buckling under bending alone.

Now the relationship between (Fb)cr and (Fcjcr is given approximately by(l)

0., dcr =1. 35 (Fc)cr* (10)

Also, we have, from elementary bending theory applied to a thin-walled cylinder,

Fb =McI!= 4MIITD2 t, (I!)

where M4 is the bending moment and I/c is the section moduluts.

Now, combining Equationff (9), (10), and (It), we arrive at the following expression
for the equivalent combin~ed loadi2j Peq, as used in Figures P; anid 16 and in Appe' _ndix B:

- - . 4 ~
1. 3S 7 - - (
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APPENDIX B

EXAMPLE SHOWING EFFECTS OF MISSION AND STAGE

LOCATION ON MOTOR-ArASE SIZE,
LOALJ, AND UNIT WEIGHT

Threc hypothetical vehiclesp each with the same payload (300 pounds) but perform-

ing a different mission, are considered here. They are as follows,

Last-Stage Burnout Number of

Vehicle Mission Velocity, fps Stages

A ICBM (5000-nautical- 2,150 3

mile ringe)

B Earth orbit (300- 23,000 3
nautical-mile altitude,
96-minute circular orbit)

C Earth escape 3b,500 4

The following basic data are taken from Reference (31).

Condition for
Load at laxlutit E.xternal Occurrence of Maximum

Case Diameter, D. Loadu(a) Station Maximum Lcxmal Exa rnl Loading
in,. Plo___ h, in-I. Poiund Loa b) sa c), i.

-use A 8 C A B C A 8 C A B C A $_ C

1 (Launid) 38.8 52.0 102 35 10z 445 158 720 2,750 111 IB lb 161 2V3 230

2(Intermediate) 38.0 48.0 7- 33 100 330 166 730 3,500 18 11 13 14 0 0

3 (Final for A & B) 26.0 38.0 i8 17 36 5' 36 440 800 328 lB 0 0 0

4 (Final focC) . . 3Q .. . 20 200 - -. maxq .. .. 0

(a) Maximum cx!cmnal louaing refcrs :&.c .xternal loading conditlons at which Pcq (defined below) Is maximum.
(b) The s)mbo! 1B refer, to tne car of first-ag- boost; 28 rcfers to the end of second stage booig; max q refcrs

to the maAln,um-dynamtc-prcwre coriditttn.
(c) Location aicawcd from aft (lower) end of each stage.

The maximum equivalent axial load P.q is defined as follows:

Pel - + 4 M
1eq 

'  
35 F)

1" .Axial ioad, and M% bendoig isvi,atsit.



The maximum values of Peq and of its parametriv version Pe,/D 2 are:

Peq (kilolb.) Peq/D2 (psi)

Stage A B C A B C

1 47.0 143 5Z5 31.0 53.0 50.4
2 51.4 145 470 35.6 b3.0 96.0
3 20.5 70 117 30.4 48.7 81.0
4 .j- . b -- Z4.b

The following values for internal oressure were assumed for each stage.

Pressure, psi
Stage A B C

1 500 800 800

2 3 0 0 (a) 500 500
3 300 3 00(a) 3 00(a)
4 .. .. 300

(a) Stated in Reference (31).

As an example for the weight per enclosed volume (W/V) of the cylindrical portion
of the motor case, a single material is chosen throughout. It is assumed to have a
biaxial yield strength of 250 ksi, a biaxial ultimate strength of 280 ksi, an elastic modu-
lus of 29,000 ksi, and a dcrity of 0. 28 pci. The factors of safety are 1. 00 on yield and
1. 25 unt ultimate. Then the design hoop stress is 224 ksi.

It is assumed that the stiffness of the propellant grain increases the equivalent
axi-.l-load-carrying capacity by 52 per cent. For the conditions in which internal pres-
sure is acting during occurrence of maximum external load, a 7b per cent increase in
equivalent axial-load-carrying capacity is assumed. Thus, the "design" vali.es of
equivalent axial load for this example are:

Pd = Feq/1.76 for Ist-stage motor cases

Pd = F)eq/ 1 . 52 for motor cases for all other ziages.

For numerical values, see Table B-1.



--B-3 and B-4

TABLE B-I1. EXTER.NAL LOAD PARAMETERS, DESIGN CRITERIA,
AND CYLINDRICAL-PORTION WEIGHT PER ENCLOSED
VOLUME FOR MOTOR CASES OF VARIOUS STAGES OF
THREE HYPOTHETICAL VEHICLES

Design
Governing w /V,

Actual Pd/D 2  Trans~itional Pd/D 2 Critcrion(a) !b/jt 3

Stage A B C A B C A B C A B C

1 17.0 30.1 28.6 67.8 173 173 IP IP IP Z. lo 3.45 J. 45

2 23.4 41.4 63.,1 24.4 b7.8 b7.8 IP- IP IP 1. ?9 2.l1b 2.1b

3 20.0 32.0 S3.3 '~4 24.4 24.4 IP B B 1.2Z9 1.49 1.92

4 -- -- lO.2 - -- 24.4 - IP -- -- 1.29

(a) IP detioics intcmal prettuw; 8 deno budi.q

Theu, assuming a buckling factor C of 0. 3, the transitional value Of Pd/DZ at
-hich the W/V for internil pressure and for buckling would be identical is given by thf:

fv. wing equation:

(PdD2)ran. =0.471 .'p1I/d' 2
(P/D)t\n S Sd/d )

As shown in the table, tha transitional value Of Pd/D 2 cxcccda the actual value in
only two situations (the third stages of Vehicles B and C). Thus, buckling governs only
in these two situations.

The values~ 'MW /V are also shown in Table 5-I1. It is to be noted that, for a
g-wen vehicle. W/V decreases in going from the first stage to the last stage. Also, as
the escape velocity is increased (z e. going from Vehicle A to Vehicle C), W/V for a
given stage increases.
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138 Availability aod Mechanical Properties of l{1gs-Stbeogth Steel Extrusions. October 26, 190 (Ps 151097 81.73)
139 Melting sud Casting of thse Ltftactacy Mtals Molybdenum. Columbium. Tantalum. and TiMpten

November 18. 1960 (PS 151.09 $1.00)
140 Physical and Macbanical Proesese of Comu~rclail Molybdenum.SBaa Allays N~ovembher 30, 1960

(Ne 131094S3.00)
141 Titeslmon-Alloy Forgings, December 19. 1PG0 (NS 161100 82.26)
142 tnviramsesual Factos Influeswing Metals Applicatioas in Space Vehicles. December 27. 1960 (NS 161101

81.25)
143 14khSbWersgh4tael POWing. WAmACY 6. 1941 (ft 1611028$1.75)
144 SuessCceadost Cracking - A Neoeechalcall ltesdctloa to the Problem. January 6, 1941 (NB 1611038$0.7)
146 Distll fnfsnalon W. TlLaaaom Alloys for AMactaft and IlUle January 10. 196A (NB 161104 82.24j
144 Manual IN Berylliumn Pactus January 1s, 1941 ("S !1105 $:.='l
14i The Factos In-Maec'n sh Fracture Characteritics of HfoghScni Steel, February 4. 1941 (Ns 161108

111.26)
146 Review of Custm Data an the TamWl Properties of Metals at Very Low Tempueratures. F'ebruary 14. 1961

f',' 151107 82. 00)
1440 Viainleelo High Temsperature Seivice. Februsary 21, 1941 (NS 16110O 81. 00)
160 A Ileview of lending Methods fat Statle &**el Tubing, Match 2. 1941 (Ne 161101 $1.260)
161 Eavinenmetut and Metallutgical Faeler of Stre-cuoion Crackling in High-Stuengtl steels, April 14, 1961

(NI 161110110.790
162 Binary anW Tesnary Phase Diagrams of Colunibitmi. Molybdenum. Tantalum. and Tungsten, April 28, 1961

(AD 257739 83. W)
163 Physical Metauegy of Nlchl-lae Superalloys, May 6, 1961 (AD 266041 81.26)
164 Evolution of Uitrahigb.-Stugsk. ltasdonable: Steels for Solid-Fropellaeit Rtochat-Moti Cases. May 26. 1941

(AD 267976 81.26)
166 Oaiiueloaof uogssen. July 17. 1961 (AD 02698 83.0W)
166 Deepm llorsatlom on AM.320 Stainssa Steel he Aircraft and Missilee. July 26. 1961 (AD 2624078$1. 60)
157 A Sumnmary of she T"ex of Fractases to Metal&. August 7. 1901 (NS 1810818S1.76)
136 Sucs-Cowuloe Cracking of figh-Sength Stainless Socel in Atmosheric Environments, Sopawhee ', 1961

(AD 2C00,1$1.2)
159 Gas-Preueee sending. Sepuesibet 2.5. 1961 (AD 266133 81.26)
1SO Intiroduction to Metals for Elevated- femperatuee Use. October 27, 1961 (AD 2686478$2.650)
161 Status Report No. I anDepartnt of Defenve Refractory Metals Iheet-Ilolling Program. November 2. 1941

(AD 267077 81.00)
162 Coati-g. lot dse Prosection of Refractory Metals 1mrm vtisdton. Nkmember 24, 1961 (AD 271384 83.60
113 Control of Dimenuions fa hilibsSteassh lleat-Treated Steel Pares, November 29, 196A (AD 2700468$1.00)

1I4 Semlatonitic Preclpltation-liardenasle Stainler Sueels, Decembet 6. 1941
166 Mellsods of Evaluating Welded Joints. December 28. 1N1 (AD 272088$2.26)
1I" The Effect of N'ucleAr Radiation a Structueal Metals, Septemiber 16, 1961 (AD 265839 82.250)
167 summary of the Fifth Metng of the Refractory Compoit" workirs Group. match 12, ]W60
168 Beryllium fel tructural Appllcstlone, 1956-1960. Mlay 18, 1902
1I" Thec Effects of Molten Al"al Metals on Containment Metal$ AWi Alloys at High 'empcratasres May 10. !%62

170 Chemical Vapor Dhpoetlt. June 4, 1942
171 The Physical Metallurgy of Cobalt-Sase Superolloys, July 6, 1902
172 Sackground for the Pfeveloprnent of M.aterials To Be Wsed In Iligh-tng113*Stee Structural Weldiments,

July 31. 1962
173 New Dcvclopnxnt& i Welded Fderk a of Large Solid -l-uel Itocket-Mo~or Cass August 6, 1962.

,.4ats u"C. &CPU, -e~ 'es 10, 11V0S
176 Sucmaey of the Sixth Meeting of She Refractory Comptaltes Working Group. Septeanbor 24. 1962
178 Strts Report Ito. 2 an Department of Defense Refmritsy Metals Sbsset-ftllng Program. Octobert 16, 1962
177 Thermal Rtadiative Properties of Selected Materials. ?..vember 16, 19652
178 Stool& for Lare eSowd.Popellant RocketMoem Cases, ho%..I *. ,
179 A "..de to the Uiterature an flgh-Velocity lMetalwosking. Deceraber 19C,
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